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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the 
effectiveness of Edwin Sutherland's theory of differential 
association for predicting and explaining juvenile delin­
quency through the construction of a causal model to test 
the theory. The purpose of this introductory chapter is to 
state the problem, in terms of the real world and socio­
logical perspectives, and to list the objectives of the 
research~ 
THE PROBLSM 
The uroblem to be studied ~ay be stated in both 
real world and sociological terms. The real world perspec­
tive defines the area for investigation while the socio­
logical perspective provides a framework within which to 
conduct the investigation. 
The Real World Perspective 
While the extent of juvenile delinquency and even 
the question of what constitutes juvenile delinquency is 
not clear, it is generally believed in American society 
that juvenile delinqtwncy is an area of serious concern for 
societyo The consequences of cri~e and juvenile delinquency 
in tpr~s of monet3ry losses alone have ~ade this problem 
1
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a focal concern for many governmental agencies and private 
groups. The President's National Crime Commission reported 
in 1967 that, in the United States alone, nearly three 
billion dollars is lost annually as a result of property 
losses through crime. 1 The concern generated by these 
losses is further heightened by the fact that this figure 
reflects only reported crimes and does not include expendi­
tures on law enforcement and jUdicial review. While the 
fi~Jre quoted by the National Crime Commission represents 
losses caused by both adult and juvenile offenders; it is 
important to.note that crime rates are proportionately 
higher among juveniles. 2 
The human costs of delinquency are perhaps an even 
more serious concern for the society_ Knowing the numbers 
of victims created by reported delinquent acts does not 
begin to describe the seriousness of delinquency. Besides 
the immediate victims of the act. the delinquent and those 
persons close to him are SUbject to hardship and SUffering 
as a result of the act. The fear for personal safety and 
for the security of private property has prompted many 
groups to focus their attention on crime and juvenile 
delinquency­
lSimon Dinitz, Russell R. Dynes and Alfred Co C13rk 
. . . th P .,. H . +' ..•(eds. ) 9 Dt~viances. Studles In . e . roceS~3 01. ::>tH2;rna"lZaL.LOn 
and SocG~tal RGaction (New York: Oxford Universi ty Pr3SS, 
19b9) ~ p • 27. 
· ~2Ib.1U. 
J 
Concern generated by the costs and the apparent 
increase in the rate of juvenile delinquency has resulted 
in a search for its causes. Juvenile delinquency has been 
explained, in the past, by such diverse factors as race, 
defective physique, climate, capitalism, feeble-mindedness 
and lack of recreation. l Most of these explanations have 
fallen into disrepute, and other explanations have begun 
to replace them. The question remains, however, whether 
any of these theories can adequately explain the genesis 
of delinquent behavior. 
The Sociological Perspective 
No general agreement has been reached on the causes 
of juvenile delinquency. Since resources do not nerrnit a 
full-scale comparative alliLlysis of the explanations 
currently commanding respect, the writer has felt compelled 
to select one theory for in-depth study. Because the theory 
of differential association presented by Sutherland most 
closely follows the writer's own sociological perspective 
and has been widely discussed in sociology, it was chosen 
for a~llysis. The problem investigated in the thesis, 
then, is whether or not the differential association theory, 
recast as a causal model, adequately reflects the causes 
'£££.- ----­':~~'?< 
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of delinquency in the real world. This problem is developed 
from a larger sociological frame of reference within which 
the investigation is conducted. 
Juvenile delinquency is a subtype of criminal 
behavior limited to individuals below the age of majority 
and is more specifically defined as those acts for which 
the individual of minority age may legitimately be detained 
by law enforcement officials. While many studies have 
relied upon the criteria of arrest and adjudication, these 
conditions are not required here. Commission of an illegal 
act, whether brought to the attention of law enforcement 
officials or not. by an individual of minority age is all 
that is required to meet the definition of juvenile delin­
q uency. 
Durkheim pointed out that crime (and juvenile 
delinquency as a subtype of crime) is present in all 
societies of all types. l It was his contention that crime 
was both normal and necessary to society. Regarding the 
normality of crime, Durkheim made the following statement: 
In the first ulace crime is normal because a 
society exempt from it is utterly impossible. 
Crime, we have shown elsewhere. consists of an 
act that offends certain very strong collective 
sentiments. In a society in which criminal acts 
are no longer committed, the sentiments they 
lLewis A. Coser and Bernard Rosenberg (eds.). 
Sociological Th2ory: A Book of Readings (Jrd ed., Toronto: 
Mac~illan, 1969), p. 571. 
5
 
offend would have to be found without exception 
in all individual consciousnesses. and they 
must be found to exist with the same degree as 
sentiments contrary to them. Assuming that this 
condition could actually be realizect.crime would 
not thereby disappear, it would only change its 
form, for the very cause which would thus dry up 
the sources £f criminality would immediately open 
up new ones. 
In support of the necessity of crime, Durkheim further 
asserted: 
Crime is, then. necessary. it is bound up 
with the fundamental conditions of all social 
life, and by that very fact it is usefUl, 
because these conditions of which it is a part 
are themselves indispensable t~ the normal~ 
evolution of morality and law•. 
If J as Durkheim suggested, crime is a phenomenon 
normal to organized human society, it is a legitimate 
subject for sociological inquiry_ Juvenile delinquency as 
a 3ubtyne of crime, also carries this legitimacy as a 
sUbject of scientific investigation. 
While juvenile delinquency may be viewed as a 
sUbtype of deviant behavior on the societal level, it may 
also be seen as conforming behavior on the small groups 
level. Vaz has suggested that adolescents constitute a 
social system with distinguishable values. attitudes and 
norms which only partially reflect the parental class 
culture.) The differences between the adolescent culture 
lIbido p p. 572. 
21b ic'L po 574.~ 
JEdmund Vnzp Middle-Slqss Juvenile Delinauency
 
("le\"! York: Harper and-rro~ p D. 2.
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and parental culture may be reflected in the delinquency 
rate when adolescent norms have strong adherents. Although 
the social disorganizational perspective indicates that 
crime and delinquency result when participants in the 
social group have unequally accepted or failed to internalize 
the normative requirements of the group, this condition is 
not required for the presence of delinquent behavior. If 
the group is organized for or is supportive of delinquent 
behavior, a degree of organization rather than disorganiza­
tion may charaoterize delinquent behavior. 
Social disorganization can account for variance in 
crime rates in comparative studies since these studies take 
into consideration only societal norms; however, social 
disorganization is not sufficient to account for individual 
criminal behavior. An explanation of individual delinquency 
must take into account the fact that the individual does 
not learn his values, attitudes and norms from "society" 
but from individuals who are members of disparate social 
groups each having distinct norms, values and attitudes. 
Whether or not the learning process results in delinquent 
behavior is contingent upon the ratio of contacts with 
criminal patterns to contacts with noncriminal and anti-
criminal patterns. This is the essence of Sutherland 9 s 
theory of differential association. Sutherland alluded to 
this social organizational perspective in the explanation 
• h h ct·· " -l h" ". " of crim!,~ and delInquency w,.en .8 ·escrlOl~~, l18 t:;neory 01 
individual d(~linquenr~y (ifj being based on the postulnte 
7
 
that "crime is rooted in the social organization and is 
an expression of that social organization"l 
OBJECTIVES 
Using Sutherland's social organizational perspec­
tive, the writer will construct and evaluate a causal model 
based on his theory of differential association. ~he 
present writer will utilize the model to explain and 
predict individual juvenile delinquency. The primary 
purpose of this thesis, then, is to build and evaluate a 
causal model representing Sutherland's theory of differential 
association. To meet this general objective, the following 
specific objectives will be met: 
1. Identification of concepts and propositions at a 
theoretical level which are representative of differential 
association theory 
2. Development of empirical m~asures for the relevant 
concepts 
3. Buildin~ of an adequate causal mOdel with path 
analysis techniques to explain and predict delinquency in 
the context of differential association theory 
4. Discussion of the implications of the present 
research and suggestions for future research. 
1n -,' ,~~ \-,- '" y; '" Y1 d Donqld R. Cre~jsey,
- 2ltlGlL8J. 1a~4\."" ~ ~U\Hln ..::l.L.;.\, 
Pr inc i nle S 0 f Crimina 10 20: (8th ed. Philadelphia:
 
L~ottf 19'(0)o··p. '1'1.
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In order to achieve both the general and specific 
objectives proposed, the following order of presentation 
will be followed in the thesis. 
Chapter 2 will focus upon a review of relevant 
theoretical and empirical literature related to the 
differential association theory. Concepts and propositions 
will be identified and ordered in a causal model frame­
work representing Sutherland's differential association 
theory. 
Chapter 3 will focus upon research methodology. 
The research population, sampling procedures, and oneration­
al definitions of concepts will be presented. The 
techniques and assumptions of path analysis will be presented 
along with a set of recursive regression equations which 
represents the causal model developed in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 4 will focus upon the findings from 
empirical evaluation of the model utilizing path analysis 
techniques. The significant paths will be determined, and 
the direct effects, residual paths, and indirect effects 
will be presented. 
Chapter 5 will focus upon the implications of the 
research for differential association theory and possible 
~venu2S for further research will be suggested. 
Chanter 6 will summarize the entire thesis. 
Chapter 2 
THEORY DEVELOP~ENT 
The purpose of this chapter is to focus upon 
Edwin H. Sutherland's theory of differential association as 
a framework for explaining and predicting individual 
juvenile delinquency. Both the original version presented 
in 1939 and its reformulation which appeared in 1947 will 
be discussed. A review of juvenile delinquency literature 
that developed in response to Sutherland's theory will 
be presented to indicate the directions empirical research 
has	 taken to test the theory. A set of concepts will be 
identified as representative of factors involved in the 
theory and ordered in a causal model for the purpose of 
testing the theory. 
EVOLUTION OF DIFF~RENTIAL
 
ASSOCIATION THEORY
 
The theory of differential association was first 
formally presented as a set of h}~otheses in 1939 and 
reformulated in 1947 by Edwin H. Sutherland. The first 
Version of the theory relied he~vily upon a social dis­
org~nizational perspective and was stated as follows: 
1.	 The urocesses which result in systematic crininal 
beha~ior are fundamentally the same in form as 
nrocesses which result in systematic lawful 
belHvior. 
9 
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2.	 Systematic criminal behavior is determined in a 
process of association with those who commit 
crimes, just as systematic lawful behavior is 
determined in a nrocess of association with those 
who are law-abiding. 
3.	 Differential association is the specific causal 
process in the development of systematic criminal 
behavior. 
4.	 The chance that a person will participate in 
systematic criminal behavior is determined roughly 
by the frequency and consistency of his contacts 
with patterns of criminal be~1vior. 
5.	 Individual differences among people in respect 
to personal characteristics or social situations 
cause crime only as they affect differential 
associations or frequency and consistency of 
contacts with criminal patterns. 
6.	 Cultural conflict is the underlying cause of 
differential associations and therefore of 
systematic criminal behavior. 
7.	 Social disorganization is thelbasic cause of 
systematic criminal behavior. 
Sutherland summarized the content of his initial theory of 
differential association in the following statements 
Systematic criminal behavior is due immediately 
to differential associations in a situation in 
which cultural conflicts exist, and ultimately to 
the social disorganization in that situation. A 
soecific or incidental crime of a uarticular 
person is generally due to the same process, 
but it is not possible to include all cases 
because of the adventitious character of 
delinquency when regarded as specific or 
incidental actse 2 
lEdwin H. Sutherland, Princiules of Criminology

(3rd ed.; Philadelphia: J.B. Lipplncott, 1939), pp. 4-y.
 
\'~~:-----­
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Sutherland was, in 1939, of the opinion that crime. 
on both the societal and individual levels. was a result 
of differential associations with criminal and noncriminal 
elements representing conflicting cultural definitions in 
regard to legal codes. The probability of associations 
with either criminal or noncriminal definers of the legal 
code, he believed, was a function of the cultural conflict 
or social disorganization present in the society at any 
given time. Although Sutherland stressed differential 
associations as the prime determinants of criminal behavior, 
he also emphasized social disorganization, in the initial 
version of the theory, as the broader underlying cause 
of crimi~~l behavior. l 
Shortly after publication, Sutherland's theory 
was sharply criticized by Arthur L. Leader. Leader cited 
five weaknesses which, he thought, impaired the adequacy 
of the theory. These weaknesses were: 
1. Failure to define systematic criminal behavior and 
consistency of contacts 
2. Failure to take into account the meaning of the 
contacts for the individual 
39 Failure to explain why individuals differentially 
aG~ociate with one another 
4. Failure to clarify why cri~inals who associate
 
to th~r commit different types of crime cmployin~
 
differin~ techniques 
12 
5. Failure to explain why some individuals who come 
in contact with criminals do not become systematic criminal 
offenders. 1 
While Leader suggested that differential association 
was one factor in a causal chain leading to criminal 
behavior, he was more concerned with what he considered 
the more basic causes of criminal behavior which were, in 
his opinion, individual personality patterns and ways of 
satisfying needs. Exposure to criminal behavior patterns 
alone, he contended, did not result in criminal activity, 
the reaction to such exposure was conditioned by the 
individual's personality and his ways of satisfying needs. 
When needs could not be met through normal channels, the 
individual sought alternatives which were congruent with 
his personality. Among the alternatives was criminal 
activities learned through criminal contacts. The reason 
a person sought particular associations and the meaning 
of the associations for the individual were explained by 
the injividual's personality and his ways of satisfying 
needs. 2 
Leader's approach to the explanation of criminal 
behavior was summarized in his statement: 
Individuals are different and their ways of 
satisfying needs are different. For this reason, 
thRv associate differentially. The exposition to 
cri~inal patterns of behavior promotes criminal 
lArthur L. Lc~adc~r, "1\ Diff~'r0ntictl 'l'heory of 
CriminOlli.t'l," Sociolog'I and Social RCC'l2'lrch t :C(VI (SeDt.~ 
Oct., 1 CJ 1~ 1)" h5•--~----
-------:,~~;
 
1) 
activity only when noncriminal behavior is 
inaccessible or less satisfying and when the 
criminal patterns ass~~e definite psychological 
meanings. The crimi~~l patterns vary in their 
effect according to who presents them, the type 
of activity condoned, the nrevious attitudes 
toward sfch activity, and ~resent personality 
pattern. 
In a rejoinder to Leader, Sutherland abandoned the 
use of the term "systematic" for describing criminal 
behavior, which he indicated had been introduced only for 
the sake of convenience. Consistency v~s defined as the 
character of the associations; association with delinquent 
patterns or nondelinquent patterns alone would be completely 
consistent association. Sutherland beleived that the two 
questions brought out by Leader, how are associations 
determined and ho t,'{ do associations determine delinquency, 
were separate and distinct inquiries. The factors which 
determine associations are said to be only indirectly 
related to delinquency in that they described the setting 
of criminal activity. The hypothesis of differential 
association had a direct relationship to the causes of 
delinquency and was therefore a more proper focus for 
investigation. Mere exposure, '3.ccording to Sutherland .. 
did automatically determine delin.::;.uency unless inhibiting 
.~. + 2phv:3iC:l.l or mental condlclons were Dresen~. 
14 
The meaning of associations for the individual. 
Sutherland felt, was not a desirable addition to the theory. 
First. according to Sutherland, meaning was largely 
determined by the frequency and consistency of associations 
and second, the term "meaning", as applied by Leader, 
found its definition in the frustration-compensation theory 
of psychiatry and was inadequate for explaining why one act 
1S substituted for another. The explanation that delinquent 
behavior is sUbstituted for legitimate behavior on the 
grounds of expediency. suggested Sutherland, was no 
explanation at all. Although Sutherland believed that 
"meaning" added nothing to the theory, he speculated that 
it was possible that it and other factors could have been 
substituted for frequency in the theory for the purpose of 
greater specificity (in the 1947 version of the theory, the 
duration, priority and intensity variables were added to 
the frequency variable and consistency was deleted).l 
Although Sutherland staunchly defended his first 
version of the differential association theory, the 
subsequent 1947 edition of Princinles of Criminology 
contained a reformulation of his theory which appeared to 
take some of Leader'S criticis'1ls into consideration. In 
hi.s initial formulation of the theory in 1939. Sutherland 
conce i ve d of social di sorgani za tion as the "b'lSic C:l use of 
I-b· ., sr)1 10.p 1'. c 
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systematic criminal behavior."l but in his 1947 version 
this view was modified to take into account differential 
social organization. While it may appear that this 
distinction is semantic rather than substantive. a close 
reading of Sutherland's discussion concerning the broader 
perspective of criminal activity indicates that this is 
not the case. 
Sutherland asserts that "the person's associations 
are determined in a general context of social organization,tt2 
The individual comes into contact with others who are 
members of various groups having distinct values. attitudes 
and norms, These groups may be organized for criminal or 
anti criminal behavior. While the group or groups may not 
possess values, attitudes and norms congruent with those 
of the larger society, they do nevertheless have distinct 
group prescriptions for behavior. Since the individual 
may have associations with members of disparate groups, 
there may be a conflict over which prescriptions he will 
accept. The conflict which arises is not a result of social 
disorganization, which implies that social group norms have 
not been accented or internalized, but of differential 
16 
social organization which takes into account the fact that 
society is characterized by many groups each having distinct 
norms~ attitudes and values. When this distinction is 
considered, the crime rate may be seen as an expression of 
differential group organization and individual participation 
in criminal activities as a reflection of differential 
associations with members of groups holding values, 
attitudes and norms favorable to violation of law. 
Sutherland was, in the opinion of the present 
writer, trying to clarify the distinction between differ­
ential social organization and social disorganization as a 
result of a change in perspective. In the initial 
formulation of the theory in 1939 he stated, as a hypothesis 
of his theory, "social disorganization is the basic cause 
of systematic criminal behavior."l After reformulation 
in 1947, however, he asserted «the postulate upon which 
this theory is based, regardless of the name, is that crime 
is rooted in the social organization and is an expression 
of that social organization. 2 
Using the social organizational perspective, 
Sutherland revised his theory in 1947. The following 
propo:3itional formUlation of the theory of differential 
association appeared in the 8th edition of Criminology 
and hqs remained unchanged since 1947. 
6. 
1'7
 
1.	 Criminal behavior is learned. Negatively, 
this means that criminal behavior is not 
inherited, as such; also, the nerson who is 
not already trained in crime does not invent 
criminal behavior, _•• 
Criminal behavior is learned in interaction 
with other nersons in a nrocess of communication. 
This communication is verbal in many respects 
but	 includes also ttthe communication of gestures. n 
The	 princinal part of the learning of criminal 
behavior occurs within intimate nersonal~ouns. 
Negatively, this means that the impersonal 
agencies of comnunlcation, such as movies and 
newspapers, playa relatively unimportant part 
in the genesis of criminal behavior. 
4.	 When crimin3l behavior is learned, the learnin 
l.ncludes \a tecnn:lq ues of comnuttl.ng the cr1.rrie I 
which are sometimes ver' comnlicated, sometimes 
~~ry SlffiPle; \b, the specific d1.rection of 
motives, drives, ratio~~lizationsl and ~ttitUdes. 
5.	 The specific direction of motives and drives is 
learned from definitions of the legal codes as 
favorable or unfavorable. In some societies an 
individual is surrounded by persons who invariably 
define the legal codes as rules to be observed, 
while in others he is surrounded by persons whose 
definitions are favorable to the vioiation of the 
legal codes. In our American society these 
definitions are almost al~~ys mixed, with the 
consequence that we have culture conflict in 
relation to the legal codes. 
6.	 ~ Darsan becomes delinauent because of an excess 
of definitions favorable to violation of law over 
definitions unfavorable to violation of law. This 
is the Drincinle of differential association. It 
refers to both criminal and anticriminal 
associations and has to do with counteracting 
forces. When nersons become criminal, they do 
so bocause of ~ontacts with criminal patterns 
and also because of isolation from anti criminal 
1-)e1tterns ib & l) 
D1fferent} al ac,societtions r:'ay vary in freq uency ~ 
8,tlration;%lOri ty~ and ir.tensi ty~ "" .In (t 
nraeisA deseriotion of the criminal behavior of a 
ljcrson, the~:;e rnoihlities -'iJuld be r:lted in qu:mti t:ltiV8 for'" and a ";"l the:':1a ti c:11 ra ti 0 be 
n~:lched. A fo:nJul:l in '~his 58,1'38 has not been 
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developed, and the development of such a 
formula would be extremely difficult. 
8.	 The process of learning criminal behavior by 
association with criminal and anticriminal 
patterns involves all of the mechanisms that 
are involved in any other learning. Negatively, 
this means that the learning of criminal 
behavior is not restricted to the nrocess of 
imitation. A person who is seduced, for 
instance, learns criminal behavior by 
association, but this nrocess would not 
ordir~rily be described as imitation. 
9.	 While criminal behavior is an exnression of 
general needs and values, it is not explained 
by those general needs and values, since 
noncriminal behavior is an expression of 
the same needs and values. .~.The attempts 
by many scholars to explain criminal behavior 
by general drives and values, such as the 
happiness principle, striving for social 
status, the money motive, or frustration, 
have been, and must continue to be, futile, 
since they explain lawful behavior as 
completely as they explain criminal behavior. 
They are similar to respiration, which is 
necessary for any behavior, but which does not 
differentiate criminal from non criminal 
behavior. 1 
An examination of the hypotheses comprising the 
substance of differential association theory indicates 
that juvenile delinquency is a result of a differential 
socializRtion urocess. Access to associations with 
individuals holding favorable or unfavorable definitions 
toward violation of law is largely determined by the 
.	 . . . t'differential social organlzatlon eX1S lng in the society 
• -1-'
a t a f';1. ven -t':lme. It is this differential aSSOC1.a..,lon 
resultin~ from differential social organization that is 
the	 prnTH~ determinant of criminal be havior in the ind i vidual 
and	 in the Ltrger so(~iety. 
lsuth2rl~nd and Cre~sey, ODe cit., ?p. 75-77. 
Within the intimate, face-to-face associations 
maintained by the individual, processes of interaction are 
developed. From this interaction, the individual learns 
normative prescriptions (or definitions) regarding all 
forms of social behavior. among these are definitions 
favorable or unfavorable to violation of law. Although 
the individual may learn definitions of behaviors from all 
those he comes in contact with. the principal part of this 
learning occurs within intimate personal groups such as the 
peer group and family. Sutherland discounts the mass media 
as nlaying a relatively unimportant role. It cannot be 
assumed that each member of the intimate personal groups 
will exert an equal amount of influence upon the individual, 
however, the strength of the influences exerted is a 
function of the extent to which frequency, duration, 
priority or intensity characterize the association. 
Individual delinquency, then, is a result of the 
individual's learning experiences regarding definitions 
favorable or unfavorable to violation of law. The processes 
involved in the learning of criminal behavior are the same 
as those which are involved in the lear~ing of other forms 
of social behavior~ This does not ~ean, however, that the 
individual len.rns only crif:'\inal or noncriminal definitions, 
and th8reby becomes or d09s not become a criminal. The 
dGfinition~3 he encounters may be mixed 9 including criminal~ 
noncriminal [lnd anticriminal dei'ini tions 0 The accept'lnce 
iii 
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subsequent action by the individual is a function of the 
ratio to which the definitions encountered are favorable 
or unfavorable to violation of law. 
20 II ~ IIII ~ 
RESPONSES TO THE THEORY 
Sutherland's presentation of the revised 
formulation of differential association theory in 1947 has ~?t 
generated a great deal of comment and controversy among 
writers in the areas of criminology and juvenile delinquency. ~ 
Responses to the theory have generally been of four types: ~' 
~" (1) those which seek to demonstrate the applicability of l~. 
practical application of the theory to problems of 
the theory, (2) those which utilize Sutherland's theory 
as a basis for empirical research, (3) those which seek 
~. 
ii 
~i~ 
~ 
prevention and control and (4) those which suggest or pro­ f3 ~ 
pose reformulation of the theory. Material representing 11 ~ 
~ 
each of these response types will be presented and discussed ~ 
in this section of the thesis. 
Annlicability of the Theory 
While the theory of differential association was 
intended to account for the genesis of all types of 
criminal behavior~ there has been some speculation that 
the theory is inapplicable to various tynes of criminal 
behavior such as white collar and comnulsive crimess The 
applicability of' the theory to white collat' crise was 
~c-------_. 
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demonstrated by Cressey in his study of trust violators. l 
Drawing upon Sutherland's earlier work on white collar 
crime,2 Cressey operationalized the theory for application 
to those individuals convicted for embezzlement. Two 
conditions (possession of appropriate information and 
technical skills and possession of rationalizations for 
criminal violation) were presented as necessary for 
violation of trust and analyzed to "determine whether or 
not these conditions can be present in individual cases 
without the person's lli~ving had an texcess· of associations 
with criminal behavior patterns. u ) Although the learning 
of technical skills \~dS demonstrated to be independent of 
associations with criminal behaviors, contact with criminal 
behavior uatterns was believed necessary for trust violation. 
In a later discussion of the applicability of the 
theory to compulsive crimes, Cressey pointed out that these 
types of law violating behaviors were not a proper SUbject 
for the sociological investigation of criminal behavior. 
He contended that volition was a necessary component in 
the commission of criminal acts; if volition was not 
lDonald Re Cressey, "ApUlication and Verification 
of the • • /I " '" tt J ournn1 Crlmlna. . 1• -C'D,L f ferentlal HSSOCla'tlon 'i'he ory, 0.1. 
lawv Crirnin::lli ty, and Police _Science, XLIII (;ilay-June) 1952 J• 
Ii" C'?'~-~'-,0 
2Edwin H. Sutherland, ~hite Collar Crime (New York: 
DrydElf\. Prds~:-;, 19LJ-9). 
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pregent~ no crime had been committed. Acts committed 
without volition were labeled insane acts. Cressey 
believed, however, t~~t behaviors traditionally labeled 
compulsive were actually motivated and therefore involved 
the same developmental processes as other criminal behavior. 
In this case, they were not considered exceptions to the 
differential association theory.l 
Recognizing that the statement of differential 
association was "neither precise nor clear,u 2 Cressey 
attempted to clarify its essence in a 1960 article, again 
asserting its applicability to all criminal behaviors. 
He further pointed out in another article that Sutherland·s 
Dublished statement of the theory gave the incorrect 
impression that it was little concerned with general crime 
and delinquency rates. 3 As a result of this error in 
communication, empirical tests of the theory have generally 
focused upon the individual. There appears to be a need, 
according to cressey, for operationalization of the theory 
on a more general level to account for variations in crime 
, " d I' t 4and Juvenl~e e ~nquency ra es. 
lOonald R. Cressey, "The Differential Association 
Theory and Comnulsi ve Crimes, II .Journal of Crimin3.1 Law, 
Crimir101og:..::::..;:.~4L-' l ! ...-::.:.:~......:..~:.=.-:::-c.-and Police Science,_ XLV (May-June, 1954 ), 29-40. __. 
2 ,. -,I-.."Ct, ~ D' ~ ~ " 1
-Donald iL ere sse:y. 1 j lel neory aT .11 I erenl;l(L 
Association: An Introductton," Social Problems, VIII 
(:)u',~morp 1960), ). 
l.+ c • , • lOlO.JIbirJ. 
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Empirical Evaluation of the Theory 
The first attempt to operationalize the revised 
formulation of Sutherland's theory was a study of 
incarcerated trust violators in 1952. The purpose of that 
study was to establish the applicability of the theory to 
white collar crime as discussed earlier. l 
Sutherland's theory was also operationalized by 
James F. Short. Jr. who focused upon the frequency. priority, 
duration and intensity characteristics of associations 
producing delinquency. In his 1957 study. both institution­
alized and noninstitutiorutlized boys and girls were asked 
to identify their friends in terms of delinquency producing 
and inhibiting characteristics to determine whether 
differential access to delinquent values was greater in 
institutionalized children. Althollsh the results of the 
study were supportive of the theory, the research was 
limited to testing only a portion of the theorye 2 
In a later article based upon the same study, 
Short isolated the intensity, priority, frequency and 
duration variables for in-depth analysis. He concluded 
that all of these variables were imoortant to the explanation 
of delinquency.) Heplic0.tio";1 of the study by Harwin Voss 
"Differential Association and 
If (Janunry, 195?)p 233-2J9~ 
)\J;l:l1t~S F. ::3hort, Jr.» "Differenticll AssociationNi ttl 
Dcl-LnqtL'nt ?riends :-~ncl D;linq~.:':tt:)eh0.vior,,, Pacific Socia­
l 0 (.}.:.5.~~U:-._i{e. '[ i~' 'N ~ I ( ~) Dr in.:c: j 19~).3), 20 - 2 .5 ' 
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supported Short·s conclusions. l 
Reiss and Rhodes focused upon small groups for 
their empirical test of the differential association theory. 
The basis for this type of research, it waS pointed out, 
was the fact that less than 20 percent of the individuals 
in juvenile court samples were lone offenders and that the 
modal size of offending groups was two or three participants. 
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that 
Sutherland's theory could be used to differentiate between 
associations formed as a result of value homophily and those 
associations which result in the learning of delinquent 
behavior. Information was gathered on 299 triads and 79 
dyads of male high school students to accomplish this end. 
Reiss and Rhodes found that boys generally chose friends 
whose law-abiding or delinquent behavior was similar to 
their own, but were unable to support the differential 
association hypothesis. While the association of boys 
with the same kind of delinquent behavior in close triads 
was greater than chance it was well below that expected 
from the theory, and the results were not independent of 
social class. 2 
IHarwin Voss, "Differential Association and Reported 
Delinquent Behavior: A Revlication," §ocial Problems, XII 
(Summer, 1964), 78-85. 
2Albert J. Reiss t Jr. and A. Lewi~:; Rhodes, "An 
EmDirical Test of Di.fferenti~d Ai130ciation 'I'hi~oryp" ~Iourna1 
o f - Ke '3 earchinCr 1. 'i1 (~ and Deli no m:ncy, I (Jann:l r y 9 19b L)-) , 
5-18. 
II 
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Practical Application of the Tbeory I
The implications of Sutherland's theory for the I 
diagnosis and treatment of crimir~ls was discussed by 
Cressey in a 1959 article. Cressey indicated that the IL~) 
popular clinical approach to criminal reform has 
concentrated on the reform of the individual without 
reference to the persons from whom criminal behaviors were 
acquired. The differential association theory, however, 
suggests that attempts to change the individual's behavior 
patterns will be unsuccessful unless they are directed at 
changing the behavior and attitudes of the groups in which r 
~ 
the individual is a member. Treatment of criminals based 
on a group perspective, Cressey suggested, might involve 
the use of anticriminal groups as media of change or involve 
the crimiTh~l's group as a target of change. Cressey felt 
that the theory provided a valuable framework within which 
to build effective correction techniques. l 
Practical application of the differential 
association theory to delinquency prevention programs was 
al~;o thE! focus of an article by Henry ft1cKay. Three types of 
intervention used in attempts to control or change the 
individual's participation in criminal behaviors were 
discussedl (1) intervention into the life of the person, 
-----------------
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(2) intervention into the social sitUc'ltion,and (3) un­
planned intervention. All of these activities have sought 
to alter human experiences differentially but have appeared 
to offer only fair prospects for delinquency control. Any 
successful delinquency prevention program, McKay asserted, 
would be based upon increasing the individual's participa­
tion with conventional groups and decreasing his 
participation with criminal groups.l 
Daniel Glaser was concerned with the practical 
application of the theory in terms of predictive utility. 
His article compared the effectiveness of the theory with 
alternative theories for predicting criminal behavior. His 
basis of comparison was efficiency in codifying observations 
and utility as a source of valid predictive hypotheses~ 
The differential association theory was chosen as superior 
on the basis of criminological prediction material. Glaser 
found that the frequency, duration, priority and intensity 
variables specified by Sutherland had been effective in 
criminological prediction in the nast. While Sutherland's 
theory was believed superior to existing theories, Glaser 
. ff - ..... I -1-.. . • th ' dsuggested that a d~ . erenu~a anvlclpaGlon . eory WOU~ 
meet the standards, employed in his analysis. even more 
adequately.2 
IHenry l;lc\\ay. "Differential A?{sociation and Crir:18 
Prc~vcntion: Pro:Jlems of Uti1ization 9" Soci8.1 Problems9 VIII 
(Summer, 1960)9 ~5-37. 
O~ii~,_----- _ 
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Su~gestions for Reformulation I 
The lack of lucidity of Sutherland's theoretical 
statement and problems of empirical verification have led 
several writers to suggest reformulation of the theory. 
The problems involved in empirically testing the 
theory was the focus of a 1960 article by Short. He 
contended that much of the support claimed for differential 
association theory has been based upon very limited applica­ J 
tion of a broadly conceived principle. While a fragment of 
the theory (the specification of the roles of intensity, 
duration~ priority and frequency in associations) has been 
documented, the theory as a whole has not been tested. The 
research accomplished in the past has pointed out the need 
for refocusing efforts toward refo~ulation of the theory 
into a series of verifiable hypotheses. The problems of 
differential association have centered upon its lack of 
specification in operational definitions and functional 
relationships. To correct this defect, Short suggested, 
would involve a transformation of the theory.l 
Daniel Glaser reviewed Sutherland's theory in his 
articl'~, "Criminal 'rheories and 3ehavioral Images," and 
~ms!Se~-lted reconceptu8.1ization in terms of role-taking 
imagery for greater clarity and sU0cificity. Glaser's 
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theory was that "a person pursues criminal behavior to the 
extent that he identifies himself with real or imaginary 
persons from whose perspective his criminal behavior 
seems acceptable". 1 This reformulation, Glaser felt, would 
focus attention on interaction in which choice of role 
models would occur. During any period, nrior identifications 
and present circumstances would dictate the choice of role 
models. 2 The present writer believes, however, that this 
focus unon choice of role models is represented in 
Sutherlanj's more general theory as a result of his intimate 
personal group specification, since members of at least a 
part of this group are freely chosen as peers and as a 
group constitute a model for behavior. 
Clarence Jeffery discussed the relationship of 
differential associ~tion theory to modern learning theory 
and sUiSgested that differential reinforcement was the key 
to an explnnation of criminal behavior. The differential 
reinforcement concept, as Jeffery used it, implied that an 
individual pursues criminal behavior because he has been 
rewarded in the past and at the same time he has not 
experienced negative sanctions for the behavior. The 
lnaniel Glaser, "Criminality Theories and Behavioral 
Im;v;es," American ,Journal of Sociolog,y, LXI (March, 1956 ) ~ 
1+40. 
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individual was believed to be conditioned for criminal 
behavior. l 
Building upon the effort by Jeffery. Burgess and 
Akers proposed a reformulation of differential association 
theory to include greater specification of the learning 
process involved in the genesis of criminal behavior. 
Using the principles of modern behavior theory. they 
examined Sutherland's theory and suggested modifications 
which. they felt, brought it up to date with advances in 
2learning theory. As a result of their heavy emphasis on 
the role of learning processes, this writer believes that 
the central focus of the theory (differential associations) 
was displaced. The substitution of reinforcement for 
associations changes the basic meaning of the theory as 
stated by Sutherland. 
A more promising reformulation of the theory, in 
the author's opinion, was that proposed by De Fleur and 
Qui~~ey~ The nine basic assertions of Sutherlandis theory 
were analyzed for content and importance to the overall 
theory and translated in terms of set theory. As a result ! I 
of their analysis, De Fleur and Quinney were able to 
lCl::trence Jeffery, "Criminal Behavior and Learning 
ThtJory, "Journal of Crimin:1..1 Law, CrhninologYi and Police 
Science, LVI (Sentcmber, 1965j. 294-300. 
III 
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demonstrate that of the nine assertions formally stated 
only five were basic to the theory. The generalizations 
which remained after reformulation formed a composite 
set theory model. 1 The essence of the set theory model is 
stated be lows 
Overt criminal behavior has as its necessary 
and sufficient conditions a set of criminal moti­
vations, attitudes, and techniques, the learning 
of which takes place when there is exposure to 
criminal norms in excess of exposure to correspond­
~ng a~ticriminal n~rms during symbolic interaction 
1n prlmary groups. 
The assertions not included in the composite set 
theory were not summarily dismissed by De Fleur and Quinney. 
It was shown that Sutherland's first statement, "criminal 
behavior is learned" simply defined criminal behavior as 
a special case of learned behavior. While the finc'll 
three assertions in Sutherland's theory3 were not considered 
to be central to the theory, De Fleur and Quinney stated 
that "they offer important qualifications and suggest links 
with more general behavioral concepts.,,4 
Donald Cressey praised the De Fleur and Quinney 
article as revealing earlier unexpressed relationshius 
lMelvin L. De Fleur and Richard Quinney. "1\ 
Reformulqtion of Sutherland's Differentiql Association 
, ,.. n • " 1 1( • .... -J.. • n " J' "r'~' 1Theorv and a S~rategy lor ~mplrlC~ ferll1ca~~o. ,ouLnUYr
of Rc~:earch in Crime and Del inqu(~nc:i' III. 1 \Jar:uary, 19:)0). 
i -22. 
2
.1, • d' Do 7Ole., • 
L~ 
• ,<- 0D0 Fleue 3pd Quinney, 00. Cl".' p. u. 
II 
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and clarifyi:r~g the theory. "'Their English translation of 
set theory language," asserted Cressey, "states the theory 
more beautifully and more efficiently than it has ever been 
1
stated before. ll - This approval is particularly relevant 
since Cressey had earlier worked closely with Sutherland 
on aspects of differential association theory. 
Summary 
A great deal of enthusiasm has been generated by 
the presentation of the revised formulation of Sutherland's 
theory of differential association. While the theory has 
often been criticized, it has found theoretical application 
to many ty~es of criminal behavior and practical application 
to problems of prediction and control. One criticism of 
the theory is t~~t the theory, as posited by Sutherland, 
is untestable. This problem has resulted in the reformula­
tion of the theory by several writers. 
A CAUSAL MODEL OF DIFFER~NTIAL 
ASSOCIATION TH~OR"{ 
Several writers, as noted earlier in this chapter, 
have suggested reformulation of Sutherland's theory to 
n' ble to "'mpl."'l.c" I te c::ting. While severalL " 
'_II, ~.cm:tY.8 1. l; 21me .(1 .. 'c" -
IDonald R. Cre~;sr~y, "The LClngua~e"of Set, 1'~eory
 
rtrld Di.ff8r~enticl1 t\s>';ocirttion,tf tIO'lr.. :~:tl 01, ;~~~se,~lrC!1 In
 
g~;-~nc:LD::l:inqu('ncy) III, 1 (Janu~lry, 19(6) 9 23·
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reformulations and strategies for testing the theory have 
been found in the literature. the variables have not been 
defined and operationalized for empirical testing utilizing 
causal modeling techniques. Short pointed out the need 
for transformation of the theory for empirical verification 
in the following statement: 
The content of a theory is given by the definitions-­
not the naming--of its variables; and by specifica­
tion of the functional relationships among them. 
Changing either of these changes the theory; or, if 
the theory is equivocal or vague in either respect 
to begin with, it amounts to creating the theory. 
In "operationalizing" a theory to make it 
"researchable." precisely what one must do is 
define the variables and their functional c· 
relationships. Research on a theory such as 
differential association, the variables and 
functional relationship of which. though they 
are not without meaning, are so imprecisely 
definid9 is necessarily ~ theoretically creative 
task. 
Transformation of the theory, by definition of the 
concBnts and setting them in a causal model framework for 
e~pirical testing, is the objective of this section of the 
thesis. The causal model will be developed by a careful 
examination of differential association theory as posited 
by Sutherland and clarified by De Fleur and Quinney to 
determine the concepts and relationships necessary to an 
empirical test of th2 theory. 
Identification of Concents 
An examin,~ttion of Suth2rlancl's theory and its 
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clarification by De Fleur and Qui~~ey reveals that several 
concepts are important to an empirical test of the theory. 
The first concept is the major denendent variable, indivi­
dual delinquency. Other relevant concepts are those which 
are believed to be the prior conditions necessary for 
delinquent behavior. De Fleur and Quinney identified six 
such	 prior conditionsl 
1. Interdction with others 
2. A context of primary groups 
3. Acquisition of techniques and dispositions (or 
definitions) toward violation of law 
4. Prevalence of definitions of the legal code as 
favorable	 or unfavorable to violation of law 
50 A given selective pattern of exposure to definitions 
6. The association of criminal learning with differen­
tial eXDosure"l 
An examination of these nrior conditions necessary 
for delinquent behavior, posited by De Fleur and Quinney, 
suggests that the process of beco~ing delinquent involves 
two stages. 2 In the first stage, the individual acquires 
dispositions, in the form of definitions, toward violation 
of law when he is exposed to an excess of definitions 
~ '0' t .rl·ol,~·tl·on of 1.0l\¥ over definitions unfavorable.lCtvora 1..8 0" , _ ­
to violation of law through symbolic interaction with 
ID(; Fleur anc Quinney. OD. cit., D. 73 
.::..
?
... -,," t ..	 ,"\
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members of primary groups. Although the theory snecifies 
the learning of techniques, it does not propose through 
what mechanism the techniques are learned and therefore 
is not specifically dealt with in the thesis. It is assumed 
that techniques are learned through socialization in a 
manner similar to the learning of other skills and behaviors. 
In the second stage of the process, individual definitions 
toward law violation, learned from the primary groups, 
result in delinquent behavior. This two stage process 
suggested by De Fleur and Quinney is diagrammed in Figure 1. 
The differential association process interpreted 
by De Fleur and Quinney specifies the internalization of 
definitions learned in the primary groups as a condition 
necessary for commission of delinquent acts by the 
individual. In order to make this interpretation_ a 
revision of Sutherland' s sixth proposition, "a person 
becomes delinquent because of an excess of definitions 
f~vorable to violation of law over definitions unfavorable 
to violation of law,,,l was necessary. 
Prir:\ary --__c. IndividualGroup Definitions _ IndividualDefinitions ~Delinquency 
Figure 1 
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It is possible that Sutherland did not specify 
internalization of definitions, in the opinion of the 
present writer, because while he felt that internalization 
of norms may have been sufficient for the genesis of 
criminal behavior, it was not necessary. The individual 
may act upon group definitions in compliance with group 
pressures whether there has been internalization of the 
definitions or not. This interpretation of Sutherland's 
theory indicates that the genesis of delinquent behavior 
may result from either a one stage or two stage process 
as diagrammed in Figure 2. 
Individual 
Definitions -----~ Primary Group _~~- 1Definiti ons ~
Individual
--------
----------7 Delinq uency 
Figure 2 
A General Model of Differential Association 
Based Upon the Writer's Interpretation, 
1972 
The general concepts identified by a diagrammatical 
representation of the theory of differential association 
w,?re nrim;lry group definitions individual definitionst 
and individual delinquency. These concepts will be
 
their relationships
defined andfurther Guecified and 
I' .+"" 
a more and co~plex causalexpanded to yield snecLLIC 
modol amenahlA to emoirical testin~. 
Definition of Concents and Causal Relationshins 
Most research on differential association theory, 
to this date, has focused upon correlation of delinquent 
patterns of behavior exhibited by members of the peer group 
with delinquent patterns of behavior reported by the 
respondent or shown in official records for verification 
of the theory.l Selection of peers for study has generally 
been based upon the frequency, duration, intensity or 
priority characteristics of their associations with the 
respondent. Although knowledge of peer group acts provides 
one avenue through which the individual may assess nrimary 
group definitions, other means are also available. Primary 
grou~ definitions may also be directly or indirectly 
communicrtted to the individual through symbolic interaction 
with members of the primary group. The peer group is a 
primary group, but at least one other primary group c~n 
be identified. The individual's primary groups are any 
membership groups which are "characterized by affectional 
' .. 2motives, face-to-face or intimate contact, and sma11 Size. 
Thomas uoints out that ttthe family is the smallest social 
unit and the primary defining af;ency.,,3 Primary group 
d ".. .lons, from, the ""oint of view of the individual,GIlnl t' ..... 
2;Ylarcello Truzzi (ed), Socioloijv: The Cl'l.ssic 
., ·In'7~ 2')8St~t~mpnts (New York: Random ~ouse, ~. L/, D. • • 
~~ '::l 2'7';'
-'I )1(.j> n. .• 
..... 
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has as its complement parental definitions. peer definitions 
and peer acts. These concepts and others necessary to the 
theory of differential association are defined below. 
Parental definitions. Parental definitions refers 
to the perceived attitudes of members of the primary group 
in the parental generation toward law violations. Perceived 
attitudes are preferred over "actual" attitudes since they 
define the situation upon which others act. As Thomas 
Doints out "if men define situations as real they are 
lreal in their consequences ... Since the parental groun 
holds relationships of high priority and duration (specifi­
cations proposed by Sutherland) with the individual. it is 
fel t tha-t the definitions of this primary group toward 
violation of law are essential to a test of differential 
association theory. 
Peer definitions. The concept peer definitions 
refers to the perceived attitudes of members of the peer 
group toward law violations. Perceived attitudes are 
preferred in the context of the definition of the situation. 
Since memoers of the peer group hold relationships 
characterizod by duration, int9~sity and frequency 
(snecificTtions proDosed by Sutherl:n·.d), it is believed 
, , t d Vl' 01:'-+:1' 0""'" 0"', 1~'\,1 0"'1 thisthat th dc,flni tlons o',v"lrrL - - - ~,~< 
.. 'I ,::~,r·"",":\.: ("... "---~~.~~Y"!,,.tl~ ..l._l t .. O ?l t~~st of tile theoryenrlrn:tcy r~rot,:)_._ ','- _.­
)8 
the individual's 
The general model of differential association theory 
diagrammed in Figure 2 (page 35) indicates that primary 
group definitions are causally related to 
definitions. As an individual, each member of the peer 
group learns definitions favorable or unfavorable to 
violation of law from members of his primary groups 
including members of the parental generation. If parental 
definitions are favorable to violation of law, the peer's 
definitions are more likely to be favorable. This 
relationship is diagrammed in Figure 3. 
Parental Definitions----------+--------~)PeerDefinitions 
Figure 3 
Causal Relationship Between Parental Definitions
 
and Peer Definitions Based Upon
 
the General Model, 1972
 
Pe ~r acts ~hl'S conce~t!:' refers to the commission .......
 
of delinquent acts by members 0 f the peer group. Tn' e 
delinquent acts of members of the peer group may be 
oerceived as overt, non-verbal indications of the peers' 
definitions toward violation of law learned through tithe 
ges"tures (men+ioned by Sutherland) 1communication a f . II ~ 
and therefore necessary to a test of the theory. 
While the primary group definitions cO~Dlement 
. 1 "t 't­appear:.! . Fi<_TU, re 2 (page_ :35 ) as a slng e unl 9In. l"S 
--
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process by which 
in delinquent activities 
Primary 
represented by 
self definitions 
component parts are interrelated. The 
the individual comes to participate 
may be applied to members of the peer group. 
group definitions (for the peer) are 
parental definitions in the figure and 
(for the peer) are represented by peer definitions. Both 
peer definitions and parental definitions are causally 
related to peer acts. These relationships may be stated 
as follows: (1) the more unfavorable the parental 
definitions toward violation of law, the less likely the 
commission of peer acts, and (2) the more unfavorable the 
peer definitions, the less likely the commission of peer 
acts. These relationships are diagrammed in Figure 4. 
Peer Definitions-------- _ 
Peer Acts 
Parental Definitions~-
Figure 4
 
V::iriables HyPothesized to Causally Affect Peer Acts
 
Based Unon the General Model, 1972
 
Individual Definitions. Individual definitions 
refers to the individual's attitude toward violation of 
law. It is sup,gested, since the commission of delinquent 
acts is thought to bo a result of rational decision-making, 
the individual's definitions may influence his behavior. 
If the individual's definitions Dlay a role In the decision 
to commi t de 1inq twnt or C onfor'Tlin2; acts, they are imnortant 
to a te~t of the theory. 
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The general model of the theory diagrammed in 
Fisure 2 (page 35) indicates that primary group definitions 
are causally related to individual definitions. From 
this general relationship, three more specific relationships 
can be derived by an examination of the components of the 
primary group definitions complement I (1) the more 
unfavorable the parental definitions toward violation of 
law, the more unfavorable the individual's definitions, 
(2) the more unfavorable the peer definitions, the more 
unfavorable the individual's definitions, and (3) the 
greater the commission of delinquent peer acts, the less 
unfavorable the individual's definitions toward violations. 
These relationships are diagrammed in Figure 5. 
Parental Definitions +
 
Peer Defini tion=s --~:i;~ Ind~v~d,!al
... 
- ~_
------, 
DefInItIons 
Peer Acts~ . 
Figure 5 
Variclbles Hypothesized to Causally Affect Individual
 
Definitions Based Upon the General Model, 1972
 
Individual delinquency" This concept refers to
 
the individual's delinquent activities. Individual
 
d~linquency is the focus of the differential association
 
• +h" th 's ~.he ~.pn·pra.'_ ".nodelth,eoryas r ",f'.,.orm,,- - ulClted 1n ",IS eSl. -" ,- _. .
 
in Figure 2 (pq~2 35) indicates thRt the urimqry groun
 
definitions comnlement and individual definitions are
 
The,:;ec ~ HI on ll,V r c 1 ~l ted to ind i v i d11'1 1 del i itque nc y • 
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relationships may be stated as followsl (1) the less 
unfavorable the parental definitions toward violation of 
laYl, the greater the individual delinquency, (2) the less 
unfavorable the peer definitions, the greater the 
individual delinquency, (3) the greater the peer acts, the 
greater the individual delinquency, and (4) the less 
unfavorable the individual definitions toward violation of 
law, the greater the individual delinquency. These 
relationships are diagrammed in Figure 6. 
Parental Definitions 
-Peer Definitions ~ 
Individual 
Peer Acts _ > Delinquency 
Individual Definitions ~ 
Figure 6 
Variables Hynothesized to Causally Affect Individual 
Delinquency Based Upon the General Model, 1972 
. +'The Proposl. v.l. ons 
During the discussion of the concepts and their 
relationships in the preceding section, a number of 
hypotheses were sug~ested. Although these hyPotheses 
could be explicated in verbal for~, yielding ten ordinary 
t'No-varLlble hypotheses, it should be Dointed out that 
tht:!se . . ~ v; i~hinL n lar~errcla tionsl'nps exl S v ,_ causal networkV! 
.r1.:la., :ltlGt 'cov,':'.",1 __ 1,"1'"! +-.,hl"'1 fr:'lme"'lor}c. Ani")(_~ _ ..;lU.l',:"rl,>,:", __ LJ th~lt-_--2
('1 t ___:~ 
1 !l"rt~ 1 orc' J no 
!)~rental 
Q
D;fini tiO :\-\~_  ~~____ 
i +'-, Individual ---=_.~ Individual 
\ Definit10~S De linquency 
.1 ~ 7' _4__~ 5~:~Initi~ns _-= /"".~"""_."__ ~~ X 
2 ~ ~pe!~~~~ 
Acts 
X 
3 
Figure 7 
Causal Model of Differential Association Developed
 
Prom tho 1972 General Model to Explain the
 
Genesis of Individual Delinquency
 
~ 
!\) 
4)
 
Figures 3 through 6 illustrate the development of 
hypotheses within the model. Figure 7 represents the 
total model with all relationships specified. 
In later chapters of the thesis, the concepts which 
appear in the causal model shown in Figure 7 will be 
operationalized and a research will be implemented to test 
the snecified causal relationships. 
Chapter 3 
RESE~RCH METI~ODS 
Sutherland has sug~ested that the theory of 
differential association is capable of explaining all 
criminal behavior. If this assumntion is valid, it should 
be possible to select any sample of individuals from a 
population which exhibits some form or degree of criminal 
behavior and use this sample to test a causal model derived 
from the basic theory. Such a test of the causal model 
would either lend support to the theory of differential 
association or suggest limitations as to its generality, 
indicating a need for modification of theoretical proposi­
tions. The investigation renorted here is proposed as a 
limited test of a causal model of differential association 
theory, utilizing a modified random sample taken from a 
Dopulation of university sophomores. 
In this chauter, a research design to study the 
model presented in Chapter 2 will be elaborated. A dis­
cussion of the sample will be followed by a presentation 
of how the theoretical concepts were operationalized. 
Further, a rationale for use of uath analysis techniques 
to test the model will be presented along with the pro­
cedureR and assumntions required for its use. 
44 
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THS PRET2ST 
After the initial population to be sampled for this 
study had been defined, two additional populations were 
identified and utilized for the purpose of pretesting the 
l
research instrument. The first pretest population con­
sisted of )8 college freshmen taking an introductory 
sociology course at a large midwestern state-supported 
university. The second nretest population consisted of 40 
college juniors taking an upper division sociology course 
at a small private university in the midwest. 
The pretest instrument was given to both popula­
tions in a classroom setting. The students were given an 
opportunity to snecify ambiguities seen in the questionnaire. 
As a result of this feedback operation, the wording of 
certain questions was changed for clarity and a new 
category of questions was added separating the respondent's 
evaluation of the seriousness of a delinquent act from 
those of his friends. Analysis of the pretest response 
patterns indicated that a modified test instrument might 
be more suitable for the purpose of testing a causal model 
of differential association among a college student 
no~uln+~on The- ~I-,odified test instrument is presented into i~ " ~.J.. • ­
its entirety in Anpendix A. 
. o,;.ps 
rso ~---------- ..
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THE RES~ARCH SAMPL~ 
The sample for the investigation reported here 
consisted of college Sophomores randomly selected from the 
entire population (n:l,683) of sophomores listed in the 
student directory as enrolled in a small, private university 
in the midwest. A table of random numbers was used ~o 
obtain a 14 percent sample of 240 sophomores from the 
alphabetical listing. Of these 240 students, 21 were 
eliminated from the sample as withdrawn from school, 
address unknown or other similar designations. This 
elimination modified the sample size from 240 to 219 since 
those individuals so eliminated, theoretically, did not 
have a chance to appear in a sample which was limited to 
sophomores enrolled at the university at the time that 
the sample was drawn. The modified sample was a 13 percent 
sample of the population. 
Question~~ires were ~ailed to individuals in the 
sample with return envelopes and cover letters to explain 
the purpose of the study and to assure anonymity. The 
return envelopes were numbered for identification and those 
students not respondirlg to the January 17, 19?2 mailing 
were sent a follow-up letter and questionnaire on February 
7, 1972. Of the 219 students in the Modified sample, 169 
.~. . a response rate of 77 percent.returned questlonn'llreS lor, 
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those which revealed commission of all delinquencies in the 
questionnaire (indicating refusal to cooperate) were 
eliminated as were those returned incomplete. Approximately 
1) percent or 22 of the returned questionnaires were 
eliminated. The remaining 147 questionnaires, or 67 percent 
of the modified sample, were utilized to obtain data for 
this study. 
An analysis of these data indicated that the 
respondents were primarily white, unmarried university 
sophomores on the average 19 years of age. The large 
majority of the respondents were from middle and upper 
class backgrounds. Table 1 illustrates the distribution 
of the respondents according to social class as measured 
by Hollingshead's Two Factor Index. 1 
MEASUREMENT PROC~DURES 
The test instrument was a mail-out questionnaire 
administered to the respondents under conditions which 
assured the anonymity of the respondents. A copy of the 
q uestionnai re is presented in A;Jpendix A. The body of the 
da q ga t ' . . t n+~ h'ld five maJ' ort nerIng 1nsrume. .c divisions. 
• .. +1Partn I, II and III contained questlons concernlng ~ne 
demographic characterlstlcs of the respondent and his 
'i ':"-5 con,-.. cprnin.-.z the D~lrent;:l • Part I'/ contalnc~c q Uf3 S"(;LvL ~- - -. 
1 
i 1.\ \1 -"'-, I,J ;'--; t 
::; 0 e 1~11 PCJ ::; i t ion" 
------
1 
",i" 
Table 1
 
Social Class Distribution of University Sophomores
 
Responding to the Test Instrument
 
in January and February, 1972
 
Absolute Relative Cumulative 
Social Class Position Freq uency Frequency 
(percent) 
Adjusted Frequency 
(percent) 
U-oper 2) 15.6 15.6 
Unper Middle 47 32.0 47.6 
Lower 1l1iddle 39 26.5 74.1 
Upper Lower 28 19.0 93·1 
Lo"er Lowe r 9 6.1 99.2 
i\'; i S8 infS Octta 1 0.7 100.0 
'I'O'J1AL 147 99.9 100.0
 
~ 
co 
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Commission of delinquent acts. P t V t'
.ar con alned questions 
involving the perceived seriousness of delinquent acts. 
The items which appeared in Part IV and V of the 
questionnaire were used to construct five scales with 
which to measure the variables presented in the model. 
The specific acts selected were included in the questionnaire 
as representative of acts specified in earlier research 
efforts to test the theory of differential association as 
it applies to delinquent behavior. While twenty-seven 
items were built into the questionnaire for each of the 
variables, only fourteen were used for each variable in 
the analysis. Items were utilized for scale construction 
after an inspection of means and standard deviations for 
each item. An attempt was made to assure that items with 
variance were chosen rather than items where all respondents 
reported non-commission or all reported commission of acts. 
The items which remained represented a wide range of 
delinquent activities. 
Scorin~ Techniques 
The scoring nrocedures utilized for the present 
rese~rch were of two types. The first type was a Likert­
1 
type Rcoring method discussed by Selltiz and others.­
• 
• I" C1 u·~ +·0 ... ~.l,C'lure-:,,~ ,~.·_t.t,_·. +11o'es\Jtilizi thIS scorlng ·~ecnnl. u "~ ..~ J . u~ 
j\~~i;;·S-------------------------_.
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(or definitions), the response framework required two 
decisions on the part of the respondent. These were the 
assessment as to whether the act is or is not serious and 
the degree to which the assessment is held. The following 
response framework was used for this first type of scale: 
The second type of scoring procedure was based on 
the frequency of commission of specified delinquent acts. 
Utilizing a numeric scoring technique, the response frame­
work required only one decision on the Dart of the 
respondent. This decision was an evaluation of the 
frequency of commission. The following response frame­
work was used for this second type of scale: 
Not serious I 
Not very serious 
Somewhat serious 
Serious 
I Very serious I 
Not serious 
Not very serious 
~-+--_·~-----l 
fOmeWhit t serious --!I. 
r ISerious 1t-le:; serious ---J 
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Scale Construction 
Scaling of variables requires that the scores for 
the items be homogeneous and normally distributed. This is 
the additivity requirement. Normalization may be 
accomplished by transforming the raw scores to Z scores. 
~he distribution of responses, means and standard deviations 
for each item used in each scale were inspected to 
determine whether the variances were homogeneous and items 
normally distributed. The magnitude of the standard 
deviations was near 1.2 for most items, and the items 
appeared to be normally distributed. Therefore no 
transformation or normalization (z score transformation) 
was attemnted. 
No detailed scaling analysis ~aS attempted in this 
thesis. However, one path analysis assumption requires 
that little or no measurement error existSe As a result 
.. "of making this assump l,lon, it was necessary to attemnt at 
least a limited assessment of the scalability of the items 
utilized in measurement. Emnirical evidence was utilized to 
evaluate scalability. Linearity, according to Warren and 
others, is necessary for scalability and is evaluated by 
The first criterion is that the item total 
correlation mu~t be greater than the minimum acceptable 
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itetn total correlation coefficient (rit). The coefficient 
(rit) is a quasi-significance test for linearity, since the 
coefficient (ri t), according to Mulford and others, "defines 
the amount of independent variance of the total score con­
tributed by each item if there were no experimental 
. h' ,,1relatlons lpS ••• The coefficient (rit) is computed by the 
following formulas 
where n is the number of items in the prospective scale. 
The second criterion for linearity is evaluated 
through the use of the average intercorrelation coefficient 
(rit) which was computed by summing all the inter-item 
correlations and dividing by the total number of correlations. 
The coefficient (rit) should be positive and relatively 
high in magnitude to insure consistency of correlations. 
The third criterion for linearity is evaluated by 
examirultion of the reliability coefficient (rtt) defined by 
Richardson as: 
n (f) 
1 + (n-l) (r) 
where n is the number of items in the scale and r is the 
.-,
. . 1 t' 2 Reliability should be viewed asavera£Te lntercorre alan. 
10h·~lrlo0 Vu ~ulford, Gerald E. Klonglan and Richard v ..... l;..,.. ~--' . Go •• - _ _ _ p _,... t, 
W"-rrnn Itc'oc·l·',ll·"':ltl·On CommunicCltion, and Role .errormanC2 g c1 - '-_ 9 .. ) __ c..... - IJ ( - ~ J. iI \. f"'] /' 
2.9 c~.Q1-9J!' i~il) Q~li~T V:Tly ~ KI I I ('iii. n t e r 9 1972 J : I tJ • 
opu 
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a comparison of true scores and observed scores, and if 
reliability is high then measurement error" 1IS sma 1. The 
reliability coefficient (rtt) was computed for each scale 
and reported in the discussion of each scale. 
Correction for attenuation or correction for 
measurement error was not attempted in this thesis. Reli­
ability coefficients (rtt) were computed for each of the 
variables (see Table 2). The reliability coefficients were 
quite high and indicated very little measurement error. 
Therefore, correction for attenuation did not appear to be 
needed. The correction would have made only extremely 
small differences in the magnitudes of the correlation 
coefficients. It should be pointed out that the correction 
for attenuation equation utilizes correlations and reli­
ability estimates for correction. 1 If reliability is highl 
then little change in correlations or path coefficients 
is exnected with correction. The reader is referred to 
Featherman for a recent article utilizing these techniques. 2 
lThe correction for attenuation is accomplished 
with the followin~ formulas 
r*xy = 
. ~~. . ~ co~roc~~onftArwhGre r'll-v , is the cerre 1a tlon COb I lClen l, a - ." ~ ~ V-'-.,.. 
fo·'" ,t++O~Y\:1+1' on· rx· If· 1"'" the uncorrected correlatl.on and -XX· 
- .:.-, C ... v \J ....... t ~ \AC... L. &., _, L.J ~ •
 
..... ->..' 1" ~·1·.l-, ,.. ... lm'lt",.."vyar,;; l,ne re 18.131 11,Y e",l, He ,-.~, •
.­
Table 2 
01inimum Acceptable Intercorrelation, Reliability Coefficient 
and Average Intercorrelation for Each Variable Used
 
in a Study of Delinquency Conducted on a
 
Sample of University Sophomores in 1972
 
Vari~lb Ie 
Minimum 
Acceptable 
Intercorrelation 
(rit) 
Reliability 
Coefficient 
(rtt) 
Average 
Intercorrelation 
Coefficient (f) 
Parental Definitions (Xl) .27 .97 .28 
Peer Definitions (X2) .27 .98 .33 
Peer Acts (X)) .58 .88 .70 
Individual Definitions (K4) .27 .98 .37 
Individual Delinquency (X 5) .27 .98 .31 
\J\ 
~ 
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One rationalization of Variables
 
Each variable in the model
 was operationally defined 
and measured using scales constructed for the present 
research. Each of these variables is presented with its 
operational definition and evidence for its scalability. 
Parental definitions, Xl. Parental definitions 
refers to the individual's assessment of the parental 
generation's evaluation of the seriousness of specified 
delinquent acts. The variable was measured by fourteen 
items utilizing a five-point scoring method for each. These 
items and the coding instructions are listed in Appendix B. 
The score developed for parental definitions is a scale. 
The minimum acceptable intercorrelation (rit) for this 
variable is .27, and none of the items was omitted. The 
average intercorrelation coefficient (~it) is .28. The 
reliability coefficient (rtt) is .97. A s~~mary statement 
of these scale linearity checks is presented in Table 2. 
Peer definitions, X2. Peer definitions refers to 
the individual's assessment of the peer group's evaluation 
of the seriousness of specified deli~4uent acts. The 
't +;l;z~nrr cl five-tvariable was measured by foureen 1 ems u~ ~·s 
point scoring method. These items and the coding 
instructions are pr;?sented in Appendix 3. The score developed 
. 1 rphA minimum accent2lblef or p88r definitions 18 ~ sea e. . .. - ­
O +~ • t->-' [,,_,"r'1;"' ',ve:t'a,.'~'::> intercorr21~ttion+1-' 
.1. L I: ,~~ n 0 1 t r~!n G V-l:t;") o:n 1 -- L G ;J. 8 '-'-­
--------------.
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coefficient (Fit) is ·3). Th~ reliability coefficient 
(rtt) is .98. A summary statement of these linearity checks 
is presented in Table 2. 
Peer acts, X). Peer acts refers to the frequency 
with which members of the peer group were perceived to have 
Committed specified delinquent acts. T'ne v 'ble was. ar1.a 
measured by a composite score reflecting acts co~mitted by 
longest friends, best friend and most frequent companion. 
Each of these three scores was measured by fourteen items 
utilizing a five-point scoring method. These items and the 
coding instructions are presented in Appendix B. The 
score developed for peer acts is a scale. The minimum 
acceptable intercorrelation (rit) is .58, and none of the 
items was omitted. The average intercorrelation coefficient 
(rit) is .70. The reliability coefficient (rtt) is .88~ 
A summary statement of these scale linearity checks 1.S 
presented in Table 2. 
Individual definitions, X4. Individual definitions 
refers to the respondent's assessment of the seriousness of 
specified delinquent acts. The variable is measured by 
, 't . 'ha H "'r.,efourteen items utilizing a flve-paln	 scorIng meG u. ~-
presen.,TPQ' l'n AD.pendix 30items and the coding instructions are . v_ 
The score developed for individual definitions is a scale. 
The minimum accentable intercarrelation (rit) is .27. and 
'"" ~ th l't 8 '1 ,J .. +-tr'du 'c. >T\.~'),p- ;1.ver,'1 intercorrelation ! ! 0 n C' 0 r ,e W'l ~i am l -' . 
-----------
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is .98. A summary statement of these scale linearity checks 
is presented in Table 2. 
Individ~~l delinauency, XS• Individual delinquency 
refers to the frequency with which the respondent has 
committed specified delinquent acts. This variable is 
measured by fourteen items utilizing a five-point scoring 
method. These items and their coding instructions are 
presented in Appendix B. The score developed for individual 
delinquency is a scale. The minimu~ acceptable inter-
correlation (rit) is .• 27, and none of the items was 
omitted. The average intercorrelation coefficient (r )
it
IS. • 3'1.. The reliability coefficient (rtt ) is .98. At 
summary statement of these scale linearity checks is 
presented in Table 2. 
STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY 
In a cau3~1 model theoretical relationships are 
specified between all dependent and independent variables 
recognized in the system. According to Blalock, the use 
of a causal model for recasting verbal theories for 
,~'cco·""'."v _ three obJ'ectives; (1) itempirical testing  .·"'ll·"".,hps
provide~:; a check a~,tinst the Dossibili ty of ami tting major 
. ~, l' . ti no- one' covariables p (2) it provides a ratIonale lor C1e~lml --":::> • '" 
re scare h on the' ore tical c;r'ounds	 in that comolex theoreticnl 
~+nu~ ~n~ (3) it D.oints~"} 11l; I ~1..il&.....t • .. 
vari~t\-)l,,',: 
~----------_.q 
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. 1techn1.ques. Path analysis is the technique used in this 
thesis to evaluate the causal model. Other techniques 
which might be used to evaluate causal models include 
multiple regression techniques and factor analysis. Both 
of these techniques were considered for use in the current 
investigation, but were rejected as lacking some of the 
advantages which are offered by path analysis techniques. 
Advantages of Path Analysis 
According to Mulford and others, the causal model 
has several advantages not offered by mUltiple regression 
procedures. First, variables may exist in complex relation­
ships with each other and path analysis attemnts to describe 
and measure these relationships. Second, path analysis 
will examine both direct and indirect relationships among 
variables. Third, path analysis can examine the effect 
of independent variables upon each other. With these 
advantnges, path analysis can ser-vB as a useful technique 
by providing more information about the nature of the 
relationships between variables when comnared to mUltiple 
regress ~i on t ('\ch.n'q.,lle~.2.... _ ~ 
lHubert Blalock, Jr., TheOrYConstruct~~~~~ From 
Vprbal to Mnthe~atica1 FormulatIons (Englewood 0_1118, 
'[': e '." J::; ..... ;,~::;-:-";_. ·P·.~'r-' n' ' -c-:;-'ri ~, I'-l~ '_1 96Q/, 'I' n1) • 39 - 4. I) • .. -1" 
, _.'"1 t t ...... L ~>'~ \. 0 ""'" t.. t~_... -t; ~ .. ' 1_ _ -, ~ , 
? ~ d d reo tlC~lt~sr~l "10d.:'314-'~Ch'1rl(~s L. Ltar ",n r 0;.""\"'",· " . " ,,­
An't 1y ~1 i S 0 fLo C 't 1 Ci vi 1 De fensee 0 0 r dinat 0 r •s ., tU 1Q]. n2; 
Roles in Hori7.ontitl-Vertical Co:n:nunity Svstpms," Sociolo 
", . . ( . I .-"+,,-'-.., U~liversity, 1971),rU~Dort No. 91 Ames, Tow(1: OW,l .)l"~C~ 
pD. H.~-!. 
e 
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When factor analysis was considered, one dis­
advantage was seen almost immediately. The technique does 
not allow the researcher to establish temporal priority of 
the variables in the model, a requirement essential to the 
investigation of Sutherland's theory recast as a causal 
model of delinquent behavior. Since this requirement is 
met by path analysis, it is the choice for Use in this 
investigation. Land suggests this criterion for choosing 
between path analysis and factor analysis as a mathematical 
mode 10 He state s, "the choice of either path analysis or 
factor analysis as a mathematical model would be made on 
the basis of degree of structural isomorphism with 
substantive theory under investigation."l 
Since path analysis was the chosen technique for 
evaluating the causal model, a few background comments 
should be made before it is applied. Path analysis was 
first introduced by geneticist Sewell Wright in 192J. In 
his article, "The Theory of Path Coefficients," Wright 
initiated most of the conventions used in path analysis 
d'lagrams. 2 mh ~e conventions include unidirectional.1. e~.., 
arrows to indicate causal relationships, two-headed 
curvilinear arrows to represent non-causal correlations, 
and nath or correlation coefficients represented by the 
GpOr7e ~. 30hrnstedt, 
(Sa~ Francisco: Jossey­
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quantities beside the arrows. Since the variables in the 
path model exist within a complex network, the conventional 
distinction between dependent and independent variables may 
be at times misleading. In using path analysis, a distinc­
tion is made between endogeneous and exogeneous variables. 
Exogeneous variables are those which are determined by 
variables outside the model, while endogeneous variables 
are those which are determined by variables within the 
model. While econometricians have influenced sociology 
in recent years with their work on causal models, the basic 
work of bringing such techniques into sociology was not 
begun until 1964 with the work of Hubert Blalock, Jr. l 
General Assumntions 
While the advantages of path analysis for testing 
a causal model appear to m3ke this technique preferable 
to others, the ass~~ptions required by path analysis 
limit the types of data which can be analyzed by this 
technique. Several assumptions are made with the applica­
tion of path analysis techniques. The three major 
assumptions are a linear, additive relationship among 
variables, use of interval data, and adherence to the 
~ t·· n 2 These assumptions mayf!;eneral aF:;SUffin"t.ons i 01 causa ~o • 
met or weqkened by a careful examinqtion of the theory under 
?·) ... t ~l·t •. D'D··. 12-J1.s..
- t) 0 r {'(it -(, it, on 0 v ,lJ J 
V 
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analysis	 and a study of past research in the area. 
The lve relationshipsassumption of linear, dd't' a 1II
I
 
f
i 
f 
I
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was met through scale construction techniques discussed 
earlier in this chapter. Addl't;Vl't .
-	 ~ Y requlres that the items 
be homogeneous and normally distributed. Linearity requires 
that a change in one variable occurs as a function of change 
in another variable. 1 Sutherland's theory suggests 
relationships of this type. While his theory has not been 
previously recast in terms of a causal model, previous 
research efforts, as noted in Chapter 2, suggest these 
relationshius. 
The assumption of interval data is a difficult one 
to meet. Although the scales used in the research instru­
ment were constructed with this goal in mind, these 
measures, like many typical in sociological research, 
possess properties sO:':'lewhere between the ordinal and interval 
score levels of measurement. While the items used for con­
_ Jstructin? scales of delinquent activity were 
nu~eric formulation, the verbal resnonses for definitions 
can only approximate the distance function that produces 
"true" values. Labovi tz has ar'~ed for the use of 
i nte rV:llly b~tse d s ta tist i cs on data that is "partially 
int(~rval." He m~lint:lins th2.t: 
interval in the 
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equal distances between adjacent scores 
Some idea of the difference between tw~' 
scores is much more usefUl than jus. knowle~ge that one is greater than ~he 
other. 
Labov i tz ha.s demonstrated that the assignment of almost 
any linear scoring system to ordinal data results in a 
small amount of error whatever the "true" scoring system 
2 
may be. Gross errors will not be introduced into nath 
models by the use of these measures.) Labovitz's variable 
requirements were met by the scoring techniques utilized in 
this research. 
The path analysis assumption of asymmetric 
causation can be met by an examination of three primary 
sources. These are time ordering, existing empirical 
studies or the theoretical assumptions of the SUbstantive 
area. Sutherland's theory and underlying assumntions 
suggest causation by time ordering the variables. Previous 
studies of his theory, while not being cast in causal 
mOdel frameworks, have suggested that this time ordering 
does in fact exist. 
Stens in Path Analysis 
Griffin sug~ests that the apPlication of path 
the steps which areanalysis techniques generqlly follows 
li8ted below: 
and 
-, 
)',j :) r gel t ta , :JD " 
1. A causal model diagram is drawn. 
2. A set of recursive regression equations is obtained 
to represent the causal model diagram. 
J. Partial F values for each path coefficient are 
obtained for each equation. 
4. All variables which do not have significant partial 
F values are dropped. 
5. Stens 2 through 4 are repeated until all the 
partial F values are significanta 
6. The path coefficients are standardized to allow 
direct comparison of coefficients between equations. 
7. Path values are noted on the path arrows in the 
causal model. 
8. The amo~~t of unexplained variancA is calculated 
and entered into the causal diagram as the effects of 
1 variabl~s not included in the ori~inal causal model.­
The first step was completed in Chapter 2, step 2 
is completed in Chapter 3, and the remaining stang are 
completed in Chapter 4. The partial F value used to 
determine whether the reP;Lession coefficient will remain 
in the equation corresponds to a .05 probability or less 
'" +' • " The morethat a C081 ... l.C12nt; might occur by chance. 
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01 '. 'f'conservative • slgnl lcance level was not t'l'U 1 lzed because 
such a level could lead to the prew4ture rejection of 
significant paths. 
The theoretical model presented on page 42 is of 
central interest. The set of recursive equations· for this 
model are as follows: 
eq. 1 X2 = b21Xl + e2 
eq. 2 X3 = b 31Xl + bJ2X2 + e3
 
eq. 3 X4 = b41X l + b42X2 + b4JX J + e4
 
eq. 4
 X5 == b51X1 + bS2X2 + bSJX3 + bS4X4 + es 
Statistical Assumotions 
In using the statistical procedures associated with 
nath analysis. several statistical assumntions are made. 
Griffin has listed seven statistical assQ~ptions as being 
applicable to path analysis. l These assumutions and steps 
taken to meet the assumptions are listed below: 
1. The variables are additive. The determination of 
whether this assumption is met with the data has been 
attempted in the first portion of Chapter J. It was 
determined that the variables apneared to be additive. 
2. 
_.The observations are random and indenendent The0 
sqmpl(~ was 5e 1.2cted rando:~ly as was shown in Chapter 3· 
There was no reason to believe that the observations were 
1" . 4't'" 0'"',.• C.l' t., 1•.)'~. 8L~-85.(,rll:Ln, ••. Ju ­
The variables are normqlly distributed. Each item 
of each scale constructed for the present study was 
inspected. The distributions found led the researcher 
to conclude that the variables were characterized by a 
reasonably normal distribution. 
4. The variables are measured with little or no error. 
Each of the scales had high reliability coefficients as 
shown in Table 2 (page 54), indicating little measurement 
error. 
5. The relationshius among the variables are linear. 
Examination of past research into the theory of differential 
association has led to this conclusion. 
6. All relevant variables have been included in the 
model and all errors calculated. All variables specified 
by the theory have been included in the analysis. Residual 
pqths have been included to provide an estimate of the 
effect of any variables not specified by the theory. 
7. ~ypothesized causal relationshius are asymmetrical. 
Only aSy~metrical causal relationships are suecified by the 
~.theory and regression equa~~ons. 
Chapter L~ 
FINDINGS 
The use of a causal modeling technique in the 
nresent study required a verbal explanation of re lationships, 
a diagram of the hypothesized verbal relationships, and a 
nresentation of recursive equations to represent the causal 
diagram. These prerequisites were met in Chapters 2 and J. 
The purpose of this chapter is to focus upon the entire 
network of relationships implied in Sutherland's theory and 
represented by the causal model. The specific objectives of 
this chanter are to determine whether or not path relation­
ships exist as hypothesized and, if they do exist, to what 
extent as measured by tentative estimates of magnitudes of 
coefficients. 
In order to ~eet the objectives of this chapter, 
nath analysis techniques are used to consider the effects 
of the system of interrelated variables. All path analyses 
in Chapter 4 are based upon the causal model illustrated in 
Chapter 2 (page 42) and represented by the recursive 
• (63) The results of the firstequatlons in Chapter J page • 
step in the analysis will be presented in terms of standard­
", " ,.. -' " -J- or p,"" +h 'r"!lue S d DeLL,~-J-~ '1.'.I.. '" an - v.LC <­1 zea regressIon coeII~Clenvs ,'v 'c' . 
" • +". ~ the strength ofThe Drtth value is an lndlca"lon o~ 
//
')0 
The standardized regression cop~~icient al 'd' --~ so ln lcates the 
direction of relationship and allows dl'rect 
comparison with 
other D.aths in the model. The st d d' I an ar lzed regression 
coefficients are calculated through the utilization of the 
machine formula which foilowsl 
The partial F value is a significance test. This 
test indicates whether the regression coefficient contributes 
significantly to the prediction of the criterion variable. l 
The F value may be calculated by the formula which follows: 
F = MS for regression 
filS for error 
where ~S is used for mean square. The objective in using 
these procedures is one of testing the causal model derived 
from Sutherland's theory for "goodness of fit" with the 
data collected from a sample of university sophomores. 
The initial and final steps of the analysis will be 
presented. The initial step involves tentative determination 
• . $:'" th The final step is presented to show 
the path diagram wi th all path coefficients significant at 
the .05 level. The intervening stans will not be presented 
or discussed. 
o f Slgnl.l. lcant pa,g. 
1;~21en \1. Wal ~ ana 
'?_!0ti::;tic:tl ;'Ileth()c!~; (2nd ed.; 
\Vi rlr~-t~~-l· v~--1'~)"6-~}~-'!J-·-!-) 6- J18 ~ 
and 
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DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT PATHS 
A set of recursive equations to represent the path 
diagram was presented in Chapter 3. Regression coefficients 
were calculated for the four regression equations that 
represent the model. These regression coefficients were 
converted to standardized regression coefficients and added 
to the initial model, yielding the paths shown in Figure 8. 
In order to determine whether the variables utilized 
in the recursive equations should remain in the equation, an 
F test for statistical significance was performed. For each 
regression coefficient, the null hypothesis ~=O was tested. 
This procedure provided the test of no linear relationship 
and the .05 level of significance was used. While a more 
rigorous level of significance could have been utilized, 
the probability of a Type II error (acceptance of the null 
hypothesis when it is false) would have increased. The 
exploratory nature of the research reported here makes 
the avoidance of Tyne II errors desirable. l The .05 level 
of significance means that the probability of chance error 
is only five oercent. 
All coefficients for the initial causal model 
presented in Chanter 2 are shown in Table 3 and in the path 
diagram in Figure 8. The values represented in Table ) are 
Table :3 
Initial Determination of Significant Paths in the
 
Causal Model Based Upon Data Collected From
 
a Sample of University Sophomores in 1972
 
tI F'~~)~ ~:'~~f)EI\rT' Partial Standardized 
·...',."t 
~l 
Value Regression Refression Coefficient H2 
ir:de ndent variab Ie s'· Coefficient path coefficient) 
X2 PEER DEFI~ITIONS • Jl 
bXl rental definitions 62.61 .77 .56 
X'3 PEc;:R l\eT'S • J6 
Xl parental definitions "lJ.8 -.09 -.06 
X2 peer definitions 4S.?7b -.63 -.56 
Xh I\\DIVIDUfI.L DEFINITIONS .82 "~ 
Xl parental definitions 3.lSb .11 .08
 
b
X2 peer definitions 272.91 .90 .83 
XJ peer acts .91 -.04 -.04 
aEach variable is part of a network of variables that may be expressed as either 
independent or dependent variables. In this table, the dependent variable is identified 
by upper case type and the independent variable by lower case type. 0'\ 
~ 
b"F" values significant at the .05 level. 
Table J (continued) 
1ni tial Determina tion of Significa.nt Paths in the 
Causal Model Based Upon Data Collected From 
a Sample of University Sophomores in 1972 
!)~;";:r IIFU Partial Standardized 
~1 r'"d, Value Regression Regression Coefficient H2 
i eosndent variables 8 Coefficient (path coefficient) 
Xs INDIVIDUAL DELINQUENCY .67 
:<1 parental dafini tions 2 • .56b .14 .10 
X2 peer definitions 4.40b .27 .2.5 
'{
'''3 peer acts l20.07b .65 .67 
X4 individual definitions 19.0lb -.51 -.51 
aEach variable is part of a network of variables that may be expressed as 
E~ ithc~r independent or dependent variables. In this table. the dependent variable 
is i denti fie d by upper case type and the independent variable by lower cl;U3e type. 
b"F'" valu(~s significant at the .05 levesl. 
-.J 
o 
Parental 
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Figure 8 
Path Diagram For All Paths in the Initial Causal Model
 
When Tested With Data From a Sample of
 
University Sophomores in 1972
 
-....J 
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for initial determination of significant paths, and all 
theoretical paths along with F values are included. If a ' 
calculated standardized regression coefficient was found 
to be non-significant when compared to a tabular F 
significance value, it was eliminated from the model-. The 
elimination of non-significant paths resulted in a mOdifica­
tion of the initial model, and a new set of recursive 
equations was developed. The following set of recursive 
equations represent the modified model! 
:::eq. 1 X2 b21Xl + e2 
eq. 2 X3 ::: b32X2 + e3 
::eq. 3 X4 b41Xl + b42X2 + e4 
eq. 4 Xs :: bSlXl + b52X2 + bS3X3 + bSL04 + eS 
This new set of recursive equations is a mathematical 
representation of the path diagram presented in Figure 9. 
From these equations a new set of regression coefficients 
were calculated. While this procedure \~s to be repeated 
until all remaining coefficients were significant at the 
.05 level, further path eliminations were not necessary. 
The partial regression coefficients were converted 
into standardized regression coefficients or path coeffic­
ients and added to the diRgram shown in Figure 9. The path 
"" 1 'ire> D. re~o.nted in Table 4.coefficients and their r va ues e _ ~-L 
" • ,~. '" s'h.,"·\'" th..o'.. ·t a 11_. p'lths ClreLjxarr\lnation of Tabl(~ i.j. :1.nd t'"u,;un~ '1 .n' .. L •-'­
. ,~. 'c·'1··~·tl '1\0..4°1rnoUltleCl <1>::1'­ •s1.p;nificant the ,. Uv 
Table 4 
Final Determination of Significant Paths in the
 
Causal Model Based Upon Data Collected From
 
a Sample of University Sophomores in 1972
 
upotb!JSP~I':DI~f'~rr Partial StaLjardized 
~I 'r~ (j Value Regression Refression Coefficient R2 
i~dependent variables a Coefficient path coefficient) 
X2 P~ER D INITIONS 
·31 
Xl Darental definitions 62.61 .77 .56 
'r
,. J P:;'c,'CR. '--',~, A(',,,Cn,"J L .,;) .35 
~2 peer definitions 74.85 -.66 
-·59 
'/. 1;. I 11 DI VI DUi\L DE F' I NrrI 0 NS .82 
Xl parental definitions 3.40 .12 .08 
X2 peer definitions )86.45 .92 .86 
either 
<lEach variable is part of a network of variables that may be expressed as 
independent or dependent variables. In this table. the dependent variables 
are identified by upper case type and the independent variables by lower case type. 
bAll tlF" values are significant at the .05 level. 
-..J 
\,.,.) 
Table 4 (continued) 
Final Determination of Significant Paths in the
 
Causal Model Based Upon Data Collected From
 
a Sample of University Sophomores in 1972
 
;; p ."~", 1') :::" ... 
_,.; A _ .. , + ~-' ,-~,' •. "F"b Partial Standardized 
~l :-~ rJ Value Regression Regression Coefficient R2 
. , ,. - 1 pInuepe ent varlabes· Coefficient (path coefficient) 
y
., 5 I'; DIV I DUAL D:~LINQUENCY .67 
:(1 Darental definitions 2.56 .14 .10 
X2 peer definitions 4.40 .27 .25 
;{ J D (~ erae t s 120.07 .65 .67 
X individual definitions 19.01 -.51 -.51 
<lEach variable is part of a network of variables that may be expressed as 
either independent or dependent variables. In this table, the dependent variables 
are identi fi eel by upper eafiB type and the independent variables by lower case type. 
bAll "F" values are significant at the .05 level. 
-..J 
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Figure 9 
Path	 Diagram For All Paths Significant in the Final
 
Causal Model When Tested With Data From a
 
""'-JSample of University Sophomores in 1972	 \J\ 
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DIRECT EFFECT OF THE VARIABLES 
IN T'rlE MODEL 
The causal model developed from Sutherland's 
theory was modified through the determination of significant 
paths. Once the final determination of significant paths 
had been made, an analysis of direct effects was possible. 
The calculation of direct effects allows the researcher to 
test for the existence of causal relationships and determine 
the effects of Yl on Y2• An additional advantage of the 
analysis of direct effects is that it permits comparison of 
the relative importance of two or more variables and their 
relative effects on the dependent variable through a 
comparison of path values. Direct effects (path coefficients) 
were calculated for all endogeneous variables in the model. 
Direct Effects on Individual Delinquency 
The modified model suggests that four variables have 
a direct causal relationship with individual delinquency. 
The relative importance of these variables for individual 
delinquency can be evaluated by a comparison of their path 
coefficients presented in Table 4, and shown in Figure 90 
Peer acts has the greatest relative effect of the 
variables which cause individual delinquency, followed 
closely by individual definitions. It should be stressed~ 
however. that thp direction of the relationship between peer 
act',,: and inc1ivich.nl d~linquency is opposite that beh:een self 
- . l' 1- ~~~I m1hese relationshir_~sd(~finitions Clnd indivldua de Inqu8A1c:. 
7'" 
---------~~.,~
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were hypothesized in the causal model. Two other variables 
which directly affect individual delinquency are peer 
definitions and parental definitions. While these variables 
were hypothesized to be negatively related to self acts, the 
appearance o£ a low positive relationship suggests that 
theoretical factors other than those specified by Sutherland 
should be considered in future research to explain these 
relationships. Such a factor might be the "~hock value" or 
adventure provided by commission of delinquent acts. 
These four variables (peer acts, parental definitions, 
peer definitions, and individual definitions) have a combined 
effect in the prediction of individual delinquency which 
may be interpreted from an inspection of the partial R2 
2
value. The R value was .67 which means that the four 
variables affecting individual delinquency explains 67 
nercent of the variance in individual delinquency. The 
four variables contribute significantly to the explanation 
of personal involvement in delinquent activities. 
Direct Effects on Ind~vidual Definitions 
The modified causal model suggests that two 
variables have a direct relationship with individual 
definitions in the direction hy~othesized by the model. 
The relative importance of these variables for individual 
. , 'na~ion Of their prespectivedefini tion~j is evaluated oy exanll c:., ­1 
. .". bIn I< -'nr'! sho'"rn ; n the 'Path diagrampath coefficients l n '1 a l '-' .... n - .!' > ~ • 
in F'i e 90 
:r 
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Peer definitions has the greatest relati~e effect 
upon individual definitions. Its effect is 10 times 
greater than the effect of parental definitions. These 
variables (peer definitions and parental definitions) have 
a significant effect in the prediction of individual 
definitions. The mUltiple R2 value is .82, indicatinu that 
o 
these two variables alone explain 82 percent of the variance 
in individual definitions. Peer definitions and parental 
definitions contribute significantly to the prediction of 
individual definitions regarding delinquent activities. 
Direct Effects on Peer Acts 
The modified causal model suggests only one direct 
relationship with peer acts. The relationship with peer 
definitions is in the direction hypothesized in the initial 
model. Its importance for predicting peer acts is evaluated 
by the path coefficient in Table 4 and in the path diagram 
in Figure 9. The R2 value is .35 which indicates that 
peer definitions explains 35 percent of the variance in 
While 2.fairly large, 't"is lmpor an tpeer acts. the R was 1 t 
to note that 65 percent of the variance was not exnlained. 
Other fnctors D not inclUded in the model or the theory UDon 
which the model was based, have not been identified or 
l'TI ·l d d o Ide~.· ~l·fl'C._~tl'on of other factors would improve.C.1.1,2 'Iv C1. 
predictive power for peer ~ctSg but predictive power for 
«/'.\ ,- no + <1
'-
foc~'l
_ __1. nain t of the theory or the cresent,'T" .... ~J 1\ v 
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Direct Effects on Peer Definitions 
One variable, parental definitions, has a direct 
effect on peer definitions in the modified causal model. 
The path coefficient is found in Table 4 (page 73) and 
Figure 9 (page 75). The partial R2 value is .)1 which 
means that 69 percent of the variance was not explained. 
Other factors contributing to peer definitions might be 
hypothesized and brought into the mOdel as a means of 
improving the predictive power of the model for peer 
definitions. 
ESTIMATION OF RESIDUALS 
The residual value is an estimation of the effects 
of variables which are not included in the model. A 
residual value may be calculated and entered as a path if 
an enc1ogeneous variable has not been completely determined 
by variables in the model. None of the variables included 
in the cnusal model are completely determined by other 
variables in the model. nessitating the introduction of 
residual path coefficients as estimates of the effects of 
11 
..... . e ,I e _ calculated by thea var i a,.LSb ' s no L In th mod"'l~ 'I'he Q~ 8 are 
following formula I 
"~ • l-
..ResidU~tl F8.th G081L1Cle• ~ r i.l.J-'i - [Ill-R' 2 
. ~~o mndified causal model. TheendO~enpous vnrinb18s in vd,_ .'vJ. 
"""'··)"'nn+nr'l~j ' __ U '11 .l 10.i... __ L-' -._ .... , ..L,. FifT'1re 
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Residual Paths For the Model 
The effects of variables not included in the model 
are mixed, as can be seen by a comparison of the path values 
wi th residual path values. Peer d f' 't'e ln~ ~ons and peer acts 
have large residual paths and therefore the effects of 
variables outside the system are greater than those included 
in the model. 
The most adequately explained variables in the system 
are individual definitions and individual delinquency. The 
residual paths are lowest for these variables. Both of 
these variables have path coefficient values of greater 
magnitude than the residual path values. It should be noted 
that 82 percent of the variance in individual definitions 
and 67 percent of the variance in individual delinquency is 
explained without consideration of the residual path value. 
One conclusion suggested by the evaluation of 
residual uath values is that the variables in the model 
have significant causal effects upon other variables in the 
m.odel or the theory upon which it ismo de.1 However, th p_ .
 
based should be expanded to include variables which have not
 
been considered here.
 
CALCULATION OF INDIRECT E??ECrS 
t • f'f' t of OYle ~fElria "JleIndirect effects measure ,18 euec - L 
Thisunan (lnotlv~r throursh (In int(~rvening variable. 
a nnarent tl"lrongh ana lyre; is 
7 
Table 5 
Estimation of Residual Path Coefficients for the 
Causal Model Based Upon Data Collected From a 
Sample of UniV8rsity Sophomores in 1972 
2ndoseneous Modified Re~ression Residual Path' Estimate of Residual 
'1aria)::les Eq un ti on Number R2 Coefficient Path Coefficient 
X0c 
x 1 
X4 
Xc y 
Peer Definitions 
Peer Act8 
Individual Definitions 
Individual Delinquency 
1 
2 
:3 
4­
.31 
• 35 
.82 
.67 
PD 
PA 
IF 
ID 
.79 
.81 
.42 
.57 
co 
.... 
?arental 
Definitions 
v 
.8J Individual
\56 
ID 
" 1 
.10 1- 57 Peer J ----\ 
IndividualDefini tiona -----------' Definitions -·51 J Delinquency 
D • 2.l: D 83....\I 
X ~ X4 .25 X
- i s 
~ -.56 .67 
• 81 '\ Peer ActsPA --------- ) X J 
Figure 10 
Path Diagram For All Paths Significant With Residual
 
Paths For the Causal Model When Tested With Data
 
From a Sample of University Sophomores in 1972
 
00 
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Land has presented a procedure for determining total 
indirect effects (TIE)l as followsl 
TIE = Total Effects - Total Direct Effects 
The total effects are represented by the correlation between 
two variables. The correlation coefficients for all 
variables are presented in matrix form in Table 6. The 
total direct effects are represented by the path coefficients 
shown in Table 4. In order to calculate the total indirect 
effects for each variable, the path coefficient (direct 
effects) for each relationship was subtracted from the 
correlation coefficient (total effects) shown in Table 7. 
The total indirect effect may be partitioned if there are 
other variables influencing the dependent variable. 
Calculation of indirect effects and subsequent analysis 
indicated characteristics of the relationships which could 
not be explicated by other procedures. 
Indirect Effects for the Model 
The procedure suggested by Land was utilized with 
all endogeneous variables in the model and renorted in 
Table 7. The indirect effects for most of the relationships 
. 11 O-L' ~l.·osen_t l"na"icating little or no indirectWClr'e qUlte sma "- - - ~ 
However, therel~t50nship and lending supnort for the model. 
r P. iJano;att:1. and Georg~ W. 30hrnstedt, 
- 1 C) 6n ( C' '. '" n.," r ~l ncis 0 I J a 8 s e y -j"/l e tho dolo sY : ..L /' ~j e \ d ~ 1 .. ­
p ~ 2 J 6 
Table 6 
Intercorrelation Matrix for All Variables Used in a Study 
of Delinquency Conducted on a Sample of 
University Sophomores in 1972 
Variablea 
f< umber Xl 
. __. 
v
'\'2 X3 X4 Xs 
;<1 1.00 
X2 .56 1.00 
v
"3 -.37 -.59 1.00 
Xl-!­ .56 .90 -.57 1.00 
v 
'5 -.30 -.56 .78 -.61 1.00 
a Xl = parental definitions, X~ = peer definitions, 
X~ ~ peer acts, X4 = individual defin~tions, X5 = individual 
dellnquency. 
co 
+:" 
'rable 7 
Calculation of Total Indirect Effects for All Variables
 
Used in a Study of Delinquency Conducted on a
 
Sample of University Sophomores in 1972
 
DEPi.~:<Dsr~T Total Total 
and Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effects 
indeuendent variables u (r) (b*) (r-b*) 
X2 PEER DEFINITIONS 
Xl parental definitions .56 .56 
X. J Pl.:;'>·'Pi>...i ~.JJ,. \. "Cr."ll c:i" ~...I 
X 2 ~eer definitions -·59 -.59 
X4 INDIVIDUAL DEFINITIONS 
Xl parental definitions .56 .08 .46 
X2 peer definitions .90 .86 .04 
a Sach v~triable is a part of a network of variables that may be expressed 
~lS either independent or dependent variables. In this table, the dependent 
variable is identified by upper case type and the independent variables by 
lower case type. 
CD 
\.J\ 
----------------------------------------------------------
Table 7 (continued) 
Calculation of Total Indirect Effects for All Variables
 
Used in a Study of Delinquency Conducted on a
 
Sample of University Sophomores in 1972'
 
DZFENDENT Total Total 
arlO Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effects 
,,,_p., u" L. c. d. 80 (r) (b*) (r-b*)l'ndp on~pn+ v~ri'bl· ~a 
Xs 
x3 neer acts 
INDIVIDUAL DELINQUENCY 
Xl parental definitions 
X2 peer definitions 
-.30 
-.56 
.78 
.10 
.25 
.67 
-.20 
-.31 
.11 
X4 individual definitions -.61 
-.51 -.10 
a Each variable is part of a network of variables that may be expressed 
[18 either independent or dependent variables. In this table, the dependent 
variable is identified by upper case type and the independent variables by 
lower case type. 
co 
0'1 
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total indirect effects reported in Table ? suggest that 
several indirect relatio~ships need further examination. 
Three relationships (parental definitions with individual 
definitions, parental definitions with individual 
delinquency and peer definitions with individual delinquency) 
exhibit a high magnitude of total indirect relationship. 
The relationships involving individual delinquency were 
anticipated by the theory which suggests that differential 
association is perhaps a two stage process, the first stage 
involving formation of behavior patterns based upon 
definitions. The strength of the relationship involving 
individual definitions, however, ~tS not anticipated by the 
nresent reformulation of the theory and suggests that 
modification of the model or of the theory might be in order 
in future research. A different ordering of variables or 
introduction of additional variables is suggested for 
subsequent research efforts. Furthermore, it is suggested 
that partialling techniques as suggested by Land-1 may be 
utilized in future research to ~ore clearly identify the 
sources of indirect effects and bring them explicitly into 
the model. 
Thrc; use of path an~tlysis techniques to test a 
+t of·~rl • n ',,;. Suthe::-land' S L,(lcory ­model b:ised upon :'\..WL 
aD. cit., p. 23. 
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differential association has lended support to the basic 
generalizations underlying the theory. Although mOdifica­
tions were suggested for the model, none of these modifica­
tions would suggest a change in the generalizations 
underlying the theory. The genesis of delinquent behavior 
may result from either of the two processes suggested by 
the theory. The individual may become delinquent as a 
result of exposure to an excess of definitions favorable 
to violation of 1~~9 alone or as a result of the effects that 
favorable definitions have upon the individual's own 
definitions, predisposing him to delinquent behavior. The 
implications of the findings of this study for the theory of 
differential association will be presented in Chapter 5. 
;' --r;~~l 
-0",,"""._ 
Chapter 5 
IMPLICATIONS OF TH~ RESEARCH 
The findings obtained from a test of the causal. 
model developed in this thesis have implications for 
several areas which ares (1) differential association 
theory, (2) practical application in prevention and 
rehabilitation programs, and (3) future research. The 
purpose of this chapter is to briefly discuss the relevant 
imnlications of the findings for each of these areas. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE THEORY 
The support given the causal model, based upon 
Sutherland' s theory, indicateB that delinquent behavior may 
result from either a one stage or two stage process of 
differential association. Exposure to an excess of 
definitions favorable to violation of law, whether 
internalized by the individual or not, plays an important 
role in the explanation of juvenile delinquency. 
An examination of direct and indirect effects 
indicated that while all variables in the causal model were 
necess~ry to an explanation of delinquent behavior, peer 
definitions was the variable which most strongly influenced 
individu~l definitions. Peer acts and individual definitions 
Vl(~l.'e the These 
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relationships lend support to the general model 'of 
differential association (page 35). It was suggested 
during the development of the general model that individual 
delinquency may result when the individual has internalized 
definitions favorable to law violation. The relationship 
between individual definitions and individual delinquency 
lends support to this generalization in the general model. 
It was further suggested that individual delinquency may 
result when the individual is pressured by the groun to 
conform to delinquent behavioral norms, Whether these 
norms have been internalized by the individual or not. 
The relationship between peer acts '(peer definitions 
manifested through the communication of gestures) and 
individual de linquency suggests that this may be the case. 
Since sixty-seven percent of the variance in individual 
delinquency was explained by the causal model developed 
from Sutherland's theory, it is believed that the theory 
contributes significantly to the explanation of individual 
involvement in delinquent activities. 
The use of a causal modeling technique to test 
the theory demanded a greater specification of the theory 
than had been achieved in earlier research efforts. As 
a result of the demand for identification and clear 
deflnl. ..t~on of. an d . e st"te"'e,..,t, of' r pconcents UreClS ..1" _ l8tion­C1 ~_ 
ships, the reformul~ltion developed in this thesis has 
• '-\ '" . ; .f" ,-. ~l 11'!identified rela tion3hip~:; not antlclpCltev. or Sp ..... C~ .. l~cc ,r 
, '<-hp d i Y"C'~ rid?nttfied in Sutherland's theory. For e xa.rnp J e, u -' ,,~-'-._' L. ..., 
, ,.c'". 
~~<:-," 
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relationships of peer definitions and parental definitions 
to individual delinquency were opposite those predicted by 
the theory, indicating that theoretical factors other than 
those specified in Sutherlandts theory should be considered 
for a precise explanation of delinquent behavior. While 
these relationships (peer definitions and parental defini­
tions with individual delinquency) would appear to negate 
the principle of differential association as a one stage 
process, their combined direct effect on individual 
delinquency is only about half that of peer acts. The 
relationship between peer acts and individual delinquency 
supports differential association as a one stage process. 
Peer definitions and parental definitions have a greater 
indirect effect upon individual delinquency through their 
relationships with individual definitions, supporting the 
principl~ of differential association as a two stage process. 
The finding of significant direct and indirect relationships 
between primary group definitions and individual delinquency 
indicates that the effects of differential association are 
more complex than had been anticipated by previous writers. 
It appears that differential association may operate as 
both a one stage and two stage process in the genesis of 
i neli v i dU~t 1 ;uvenile delinauency.
,/ . 
Two relationships predicted by Sutherland's 
pe~r ~cts ~nd pacr acts 
.. .. ,," .J... 
. ) ho 'Y\ +" be non-51;::111 I lean L.W1 th S(~ If d(~fini tions were 51 Vill v~ -~ 
h\!Y"Iotbpc;ized relationships froT'1 
1 i. cy ~,. - .. ,.-, .~ 
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the causal model of differential association (page 75) has 
modified Sutherland's theory as reflected in the present 
reformulation; but due to the high level of abstraction of 
the theory, reformulation was necessary for empirical 
verification. While modifications of this kind may be 
viewed as theory construction or theory bUilding rather 
than theory with some empirical support contributes to the 
body of knowledge more than a theory which does not lend 
itself to empirical verification. Several writers (see 
Chapter 2) have stressed the need for such reformulation 
to nermit. emnirical verification. While some. of these 
writers have suggested various reformulations, none have 
sUbjected their reformulations to empirical test. The 
findings of the present research indicate that operational­
ization and empirical tests of these reformUlations would 
be fruitful endeavors as would further reformUlation and 
verification of Sutherland's theory. 
IMPLICATIO~S FOR PRACTICAL 
APPLICATION 
While it is realized by the present writer that the 
findings reported from a study of a limited sample are not 
readily amenable to wider genera1 , lon, " ~ 1:-' ,<> -'-~lzat' +'n o ~os~iblp imnlica­
p-,-,... ec nl"avention andtlons. of such researc,h..f or -t'ne ·dl' c+ionu ,~, _ co 
rehabilitation of delinquent behavior cannot be ignored. 
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that primary groups play an important role in the 
- .... genesis 
of individual delinquency, and should be considered in 
attempts to identify, prevent or change the behavior of 
the delinquent individual. As Cressey pointed out, 
"Behavior attitudes, beliefs and values are not <~nly the 
products of but also properties of groups. Consequently, 
attempts to change individual behavior should be directed 
a t groups. It 1 The findings of the present investigation 
support Cressey's contention and further specify the 
points at which intervention is most likely to be 
successful. 
Intervention to prevent further delinquency on the 
part of the individual delinquent on the basis of the 
present research on differential association theory 
requires consideration of the two processes through which 
the individual may become delinquent. Efforts to rehabili­
tate the individual must take into account the attitudes 
and behavior of his primary group members and their effects 
on the individual's attitudes and behavior. The research 
renorted in this thesis indicated that a lasting change 
in the individual's definitions is unlikely unless the 
definitions of the primary group me~bers are also changed. 
Thert~ fore, ::1 ch,mge in the individual's definitions, 
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predisposlng him to delinquent behavior, must be 
accompanied or preceded by a similar change in the 
definitions of members of the primary group. The research 
also indicated that while delinquent behavior may result when 
definitions favorable to violation of law are internalized 
by the individual, this same behavior may result from group 
pressures to conform. It may be necessary, therefore, 
to change the behavior of members of the group to effect a 
change in the individual's behavior. From the perspective of 
the differential association processes, attempts to 
rehabilitate the individual delinquent would involve either 
the removal of the individual from his pro-delinquency 
primary group and placement in an anti-delinquency group 
or a basic change in the definitions and behaviors of 
the primary group members. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The present investigation had as its objectives 
the reformulation of Sutherlandts theory as it relates 
t o the genesls of delinquent behavior and a limited. 
emTIiric~l test on a sample of middle-class university 
Sophomores. The use of modeling techniques for meeting 
t h ,.~. n, 0; nted out the need for greater,.8se oDJect.,lves !J ~ 
sp"?cification of concepts and propositions and the 
te ,,; ti nr(. 
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While the investigation supported the causal model, 
the research findings indicated that other 
factors, not 
specified by Sutherland's theory, might be identified 
within the differential association framework to more 
adequately explain the genesis of delinquent behavior. 
Identification of these concepts and specification of their 
relationships is suggested for future research. 
The use of path analysis to evaluate the causal 
model enabled the researcher to examine both direct and 
indirect effects for the variables in the model. The use 
of these techniques to determine both direct and indirect 
effects was particularly important to a test of the theory 
since differential association may be viewed as either a 
one stage or two stage process. Effects of differential 
association as a one stage process may be assessed by an 
eX~lmination of direct effects and the effects of differential 
association as a two stage process may be evaluated by an 
examination of indirect effects. While both direct and 
indirect effects were examined in the present investigation, 
it is suggested that partialling techniques might be used 
to further specify indirect rel~tionships. 
Sutherland has suggested that the theory of 
differential association is capable of explaining all 
.. l'Dt~ h'.nV1or. If t,'j'j'l' '"'.c l' s th·~_o co_',s· e, acrlnnna _ c causal rnode 1 
c" h ':3r1 1D 8C",80 ""'y should_ find applicCl.tion toupon .Jut anc > h .. , 
the . ,..... .... ·""~Y):ll '''''h;1vior in all:'1 e s 1 S 0 f 1.1- 1 111 d 1 v 1 dua1 C;. 1, I.e .... J_." 
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suggested that the present investigation be replicated on 
a number of different types of populations eXhibiting varying 
types of criminal behavior as well as delinquent behavior. 
97 
Chapter 6 
SUMMARY 
The general objective of this thesis was to 
investigate the effectiveness of Edwin Sutherland's theory 
of differential association for explaining the genesis of 
individual juvenile delinquency through an empirical test 
of a causal model based upon the theory. The real world 
problem was delineated by reference to the economic and human 
costs, incurred as a result of juvenile delinquency, which 
have led to a search for the causes of delinquency. A 
general statement of the sociological perspective was 
presented to provide a theoretical framework within which 
the study was conducted. 
The soecific objectives of the research were stated 
in Chanter 1 and included: (1) identification of concepts 
and propositions at a theoretical level which are represent­
ative of differential association theory, (2) development of 
empirical measures for the relevant concepts, (3) building 
of an adequate causal model with path analysis techniques 
to exnlain and predict delinquency in the context of 
differentLtl associ8.tion theory and (4) discussion of the 
imnlic'l tions of the nreseTIl: research Rnd suggestions for 
future reSearch. 
In Ch:\.pter 
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to provide a theoretical framework for th
 
e investigation
 
of the genesis of delinquent behavior. B
 
. oth the original 
version of the theory introduced in 1939 and l'ts 
present 
reformulation introduced in 1947 were presented and 
discussed. A review of the literature that developed in 
response to Sutherland was presented to indicated the 
theory's perceived strengths and weaknesses. Responses to 
the theory were of four types: (I) those which sought to 
demonstrate the applicability of the theory, {2} those 
which utilized Sutherland's theory as a basis for empirical 
research, (3) those which sought practical application 
of the theory to problems of delinquency prevention and 
control and (4) those which suggested or proposed reformu­
lation of the theory. Material representing each of these 
response types was presented and diSCUssed in order to 
suggest is~ues, concepts and propositions relevant to a 
test of the theory. 
After the initial review of the literature, the 
pregent writer focused upon Sutherland's theory, as reformu­
lated in 19L~7 and its clarification by De Fleur and Quinney 
in 1966 to further identify Rnd clarify concepts and 
hypotheses for an empirical test of differential association 
theory.. F'i ve concents were introduced, nomin<llly defined 
and relationshlns to other concepts were suggested through 
the utiliza tioD of verbal specifications :lnd diqgrarnmq tic 
r'-"bre~;e:1t'ltions. A c,lusql model vms develoDed trrough 
t \~· . of individU:tl juvenileill!'; nroc;es:') to exnl~lin trV:l genesls _ 
delinquency. The concepts utilized in the 
construction of 
the model were: parental defi~~tions, n d f' , ~eer e l.n1.tions, peer 
acts, individual definitions, and ind1.'V1.' dual ' del1.nquency. 
Ten hypothesized relationships 'Jetween these concepts were 
diagrammed and the ten proposed relationships were discussed. 
Figures J through 6 (pages 38-41) illustrated the development 
of propositions and Figure 7 (42) illustrated the total 
causal model with all relationships specified. 
In Chapter J, the research sample was identified as 
a random sample of university sophomores enrolled in a small, 
private university in the midwest. An analysis of demographic 
characteristics indicated that the respondents were primarily 
white, un~arried Qniversity sophomores on the average 19 
years of age. The majority of the respondents were from 
middle and upper class backgrounds. After the research 
sample had been identified, the development of the research 
ins trument (a mail-out question!"..,;'1ire) was discussed. 
The variables identified in the causal model 
were o~erationalized by reference to the questionnaire and 
scales were developed to measure each variable. A five­
uoint scoring method was used to construct Likert-type 
(lnd n 1J:,neric 10~ r ea~h(v th~ variables. To assessscores of-'­
obt~ined were scales, empirical evidencewhether the scores 
~ ;,_tc~. ".~ ?n,d rpliability' coefficientsS\lch :ts intercorrelation 01 . ~_~ .t. 
.' '>-',." sc<\le" had been obt:"lined.cone_tlCled] l.n.(l;J - ,-.,:J J_ 
'{'he advantages 
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!;	 of path analysis and the assumptions required for its Use 
were presented and discussed in terms of the present 
investigation. The steps to be followed in the Use of 
path analysis were listed to clarify the nature of the 
procedures. An initial set of recursive regression 
equations was developed to represent the causal model 
shown in Chapter 2 (page 42). 
The research findings were presented in Chapter 4 
of the thesis. The findings were presented first in terms 
of the path analysis procedure for determination of 
significant paths. Two of the ten hypothesized paths were 
dropped from the model and a new set of recursive regression 
equations was developed. An examilliltion of direct effects 
for the variables indicated support for differential 
association as a one stage process, and an examination of 
indirect effects indicated support for differential 
association as a two stage process. Sixty-seven percent 
of the variance in individual delinquency was explained by 
the causal model. Residual paths were calculated to 
represent unexplained variance for the variables in the 
model. The path diagram for the model with all paths 
significant was presented in Figure 10 (page 82). 
In Chqpter 5, the implications of the research 
4ell·n~"Pn~y· ~rpvention and control o~f u ,L. ~~ t..-",-, ... G tJ ..... 'oJ 
st2d that th~ 
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role of differential association in the .genesls of 
individual juvenile delinquency could be viewed as both a 
one stage or a two stage process. While the research lended 
support to the causal model developed from Sutherland's 
theory, it was suggested that other factors should be 
considered for a more comprehensive explanation of juvenile 
delinquency. 
In terms of the implications for practical applica­
tion to problems of prevention and control of delinquent 
behavior, it was pointed out that attemnts to rehabilitate 
offenders must take into account the attitudes and behavior 
of the members of the pri~ary groups of which the individual 
is a part. A successful program of rehabilitation would 
require the removal of the individual from his pro-
delinquency primary groups and 'Jlacement in anti-delinquency 
groups or a lasting change in the attitudes and behavior of 
members of the primary groups. 
The discussion of the imnlications for future 
research focused on the advantages of the techniques used 
in the thesis for specifying Sutherland's theory. It was 
suggested that reylication of the research using these 
technia ues to test the theory for other types of criminal 
behavior on various Donul~tions would be fruitful. 
.~-----------------
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A. Questionnaire 
Form B 
Random Study 
This questionnaire is an attemnt to discover views 
about and participation in activities currently defined 
delinquent in the state of Iowa. Your answers are essential 
to a larger study coming out of this research. Please 
~nswer all questions as accurately and honestly as possible.
Your answers will remain completely anonymous and your 
identity will never be known. Thank you for your
cooperation. 
DO NOrr WRITE YOUR NAMS ON THE I~UESTIONNAIRE 
b 
--
--------
--~---~
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I.	 Please provide the followinO" 1nf " : 
self. Place an X or av' in~t~n borlmatl?n about your­
.e ank In f 
response Wh "	 .. of thel.ch most accurately d ' ront
eserloes you. 
1.	 Sexi __male 
_female
 
Under 18

--	
22
-
--
18 
__19 
--
20 
_25 and OVer 
__21 
J.	 Racer white
 
black

--
oriental 
Suanish-American__ L 
__other, please specify	 __ 
4.	 Ci tizenship:
 
native U.S. citizen
 
naturalized u.s. citizen
 
,..	 . .... ,
_._._._.lorelgTI naLlona~
 
___other, ulease specify --­
5.	 Marital Status: 
married, no childrennever married 
married, childrendivorced 
other, please
- .~
sueCl! y: 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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II.	 The questions which follow provide information about 
your parents. Please answer .each question by 'Olacing 
an X or a ...;' in the blank in front ·of the resnonse 
which most accurately reflect their characteristics, 
1.	 Is your father: 
--
self-em-ployed _unemployed 
__employed by others 
_____does not apply 
2.	 What is the highest grade in school your father 
comnleted? 
graduate or professional degree 
uni versi ty or colle ge degree 
__partial college, junior college or associate 
degree 
vocational or technical training 
high school graduate 
grades 10 or 11 
grades 7 - 9 
less than 7th grade 
does not apply 
).	 What is your father's age? 
61 to 6540 or under 
66 to 7041 to 45 
over 7046 to 50 
deceased51 to 55
 
56 to 60
 
~ 
--
--
---
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4. What is your mother's age? 
40 or under 
_61 to 65 
41 to 45 
-	
66 to 70 
46 to 50 
_over 70 
51 to 55 
_deceased 
56 to 60 
5.	 Are your parents: 
living together 
separated 
divorced 
father deceased 
____mother dece~sed 
___other, please speci~y 
-~--~-----
6.	 Which of the following most accurately describes 
your home community? 
rur::l.l - farm 
____~rural - but ne~r urban center 
___urban - under 10,000 population 
urban - under 50,000 but over 10,000 population 
urban - under 200,000 but over 50,000
--pODulation 
urhan - under 1,000,000 but over 200,000 
-popUlation
 
_ und2r 25,000 ponulation
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II! ·	 The Departm~nt of L~bor r:ow describes over 2,000 job categor:-es now ~n eXlstence. Since it is 
impossi!>le ::n a li~l ted amoun~ of space to list all occupat~on l.n ~he o~anks !>rovlded. Please be specific 
and give both Job tl tIe and type of organization. 
(example - Job Title Sales Representative , 
Type or Organization nation-wide Chemical company:.) 
1. What is your father's occupation? (If unemployed 
or deceased, what was his most recent occupation? 
Job Title 
Type of Organization	 _ 
7· 
IV.	 'l'r:E follovtins,; list is a number of activities that are not unc....,rnmon among individual.s 
~t sc~e time in their life-cycles. Please specify to the best of your knowle~gB 
in whic~ of these ~ehaviors you and your friends have been participants. To do this. 
;)lace an( or a V in the grid in column 1 for those responses which most accurately 
drc:scribe ,your p:uticir;?rtion. After you have completed column 1. go on to column 2 and 
'lrSW~r each question for your best friend. Column J should be completed in the same 
m"inner for your friend of longest duration. Column 4 should be completed in the 
~;";l'T;e 'THnner for your most frequent companion. 
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V.	 The generation gnp hns been a popular sUbject of conversation in the past few years. 
It is important that we guage the extent of this gap, if one exists. on the subject 
of ~~e seriousness of the activities which are defined as being delinquent. For 
e~lch of the activities listed below, please specify in column 1 how serious you 
8elieve the activity to be. In column 2 specify how seriotls the activity is to 
D';:-!~f;Ons of your parents. generation. In column J specify how serious the activity is 
to your friends. Place an X or n· in the grid for those responses which most 
~, . b accur~ltel.y ClE:SCr.l e your t' t'es lffia ion. 
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B. Measurement of Variables 
Each of the variables which appear in the 
- causal
 
odel are measured by scale scores. ThO
m 18 appendix contains 
the i terns which were used to construct a scale for each of 
the variables. Each section contains the items, response 
categories and codes for each measure. 
Parental Definitions Xl 
Thi S v<lriable was measured by a scale constructed 
from fourte en i terns in the q uestioru'1aire. The respondent 
was asked to indicate how serious the listed items were to 
persons of thei r parent t s generation. These items, their 
response cate gories 8.nd codes are listed below. A total 
parental definitions score was obtained by sUrlt"lling the 
response code s for all fourteen i te:1s. This score had a 
theoretical range of 0 to 70. The observed ra.nge WOiS 22 to 
70. 
Ite~s 
1. Shoplifting from a store 
2. ~ngagins in fist fights 
J. I lIe grlll V consu'11ing 8.1coholic beverages 
4.. Us i ng '1Ft r 1. j Uan[l 
, 
o. 
• ,hi'
40rth less tnan ~) 
2 
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Sexual intercourse ~ith "~t d 
. '" ea y date" 
10. Sale of drugs other than marijuana 
11. Purchase of. receipt. possession of stolen goods 
12. Use of drugs other than marijuana 
13. The ft of mone y or property from a chain store 
14.	 Sexual intercourse with person engaged to
 
qesponse categories
 
-
Code
no response o 
Not serious 1 
Not very serious 2 
Somewhat serious 3 
Serious 4 
Very serious 5 
Peer Definitions X2 
Peer definitions W'"d.S measured by a scale constructed 
from fourteen i terns in the questionnaire. The respondent 
was asked to indicrr te how serious the listed i terns were to 
his friends. 'I'he i terns, their response categories and codes 
are liste d be low. A totCll peer definitions score was 
This
obtainp.G by summing the response codes for all i terns. 
score had a theoretical ran&;e of 0 to 70 and an Obs2rved 
range of 0 to 61. 
Item:'j 
--~.-
1. Shoplifting from a store 
3. Illcr~111v conc;urning alco;~olic 
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4. Using marijua.na 
5. premari tal sexual intercourse 
6. Stealing money or objects worth less than $5 
7. Sexual intercourse with "steady date" 
8. Sale of rnari juana. to another person 
9. Sexual intercourse with "steady date" 
10. Sale of drugs other than marijuana 
11. Purchase of, receipt, possession of stolen goods 
12. Use of drugs other than marijuana 
13. 'Theft of money or property from a chain 
14.	 Sexual intercourse with person engaged to
 
ResRonse categories Code
 
no response o
 
Not serious 1
 
Not very serious 2
 
Somewttat serious 3
 
Serious 4
 
Very serious 5
 
Peer Acts X) 
This vClx1.able " ~., ~. composite scale•	 ','.;~S ... pasured by a 
;;tho res'Oondent__ t..... ....Cons true ted :from three fourteen-i tern scores. 
identified asnow ~ "·1" nersonswas a8k~d to indicnte '- rreqUe"L.~j' L 
frequent companion hadlono;'?st friend, nnd most 
t h 2 C:1 t e :~ 0 r i e s 
(1 i \t i 
,. 
I, 
---
2 
12) 
scores added to obtain a total peer acts score. The items 
used to obtain category scores, their r 
. esponse categories 
and codes are listed below. The theoretical range for the 
peer act score was 0 to 70, the observed range was 0 to 
60.67. 
Items
1. Shoplifting from a store 
2. Engaging in fist fights 
3. Illegally consuming alcoholic beverages 
4. Using marijuana 
5. Premarital sexual intercourse 
6. Stealing money or objects worth less than $5 
7. Sexual intercourse with "casual date" 
8. Sale of marijuana to another nerson 
9. Sexual intercourse with "steady date" 
10. Sale of drugs other than marijuana 
11. Purchase of, receipt, possession of stolen goods 
12. Use of drugs other than marijuana 
1 J. Theft of money or property from a chain store 
14. Sexual intercourse with person engaged to 
Response	 categories Code 
o 
no response 
1Never 
2 
J 
5-6 time~ 
5 
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Individual Definitions X4
-
Individual definitions was measured by a 
scale 
constructed from fourteen items in the questionnaire. The 
respondent was asked to indicate how serious he considered 
the listed items. These items, their response categories 
codes are listed below.and A total individual definitions 
score was obtained by summing the response codes for all 
fourteen items. This score had a theoretical range of 
o to 70. The observed range was 16 to 62. 
Items
 
Shoplifting from a store
 
2.	 Engaging in fist fights 
Illegally consuming alcoholic beverages 
4.	 Premarital sexual intercourse
 
Using marijuana
 
6.	 Stealing money or objects worth less than $5 
. t' 1 d;:lt,,!l1It7.	 Sexual intercourse Wi n casua ~-
8.	 Sale of marijU:'l.na to another person 
• .	 ., It ... r d" d TO"Sexual lntercourse Wl th 5 L.ea J a V~ 
10.	 Sale of drugs other than marijuana 
. f stolen goods11. Put"chuse of, receipt, possession 0_ 
12.	 U::;C' of drus:;s other than marijuana 
. ~ro~ a chain store1 J. iT h ,.-) .f t 0 f PiOnt? y or pl'operty 1	 ., 
Sexu~l intercourse 'vi th 
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Resoonse categories Code
-
no response 
0 
Not serious 1 
Not very serious 2 
Somewhat serious J 
Serious lJ. 
Very serious 5 
Individual Delinquency Xs 
Thi s variable was measured by a scale constructed 
from fourteen i terns in the questionnaire. The respondent 
was asked to indicate the frequency with which he had 
commi tted the liste d delinquent acts. 'I'hese items, their 
response categories and codes are listed below. A total 
individual delinq uency score was obtained by summing the 
responses for all i terns. This score had a theoretical 
range of 0 to 70. The observed range was 15 to 63. 
Items 
1. Shoplifting from a store 
2. Eng~ging in flst fights 
3. Illegally consuming alcoholic beverages 
4. Using marl Juana 
5. Prem~rital sexual intercourse 
th2.n $5s . h _12S8objects wort -" 
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10. Sale of drugs other than m,trijuana 
11. Purchase , receipt, possession of stolen goods 
12. Use of drugs other than marijuana 
13· Theft of money or property from a chain store 
14.	 Sexual intercourse with person engaged to 
Resuonse categories 
-
Code
no	 response o 
Never 1
 
1-2 times
 2
 
3-4 times
 3
 
5-6 times 4
 
More than 6 times
 5 
